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Aliquando, etsi ratio obnubiletur a passione, remanet tamen aliquid rationis liberum. Et 

secundum hoc potest aliquis vel totaliter passionem repellere; vel saltem se tenere ne passionem 

sequatur. In tali enim dispositione, quia homo secundum diversas partes animae diversimode 

disponitur, aliud ei videtur secundum rationem, et aliud secundum passionem. 

 

 

Sometimes, although reason may be clouded by passion, part of reason, however, remains free. 

A person can repel the passion entirely, or at least hold herself in check so as not to be led away 

by the passion.  Since people are disposed by different parts of the soul, in such situations a thing 

appears differently to someone according to reason, than it does according to the passions. 

 

Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae I – II, q10 a3 ad2 
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Motivated Reasoning in the Public Domain: Three Variations on a Theme 

by 

Cristián Guillermo Rodríguez 

Doctor of Philosophy in Psychological Science 

University of California, Irvine, 2020 

Professor Peter H. Ditto, Chair 

 

The concept of motivated reasoning describes when people’s processing of information is 

driven by prior motivations, such as self-preservation, social-identity threats and worldview 

maintenance. In the public domain, strong political and social identities shape political and moral 

debates. In this dissertation I present three papers that address motivated reasoning in the context 

of three public debates: abortion, hate speech and COVID-19 policies. The first paper examines 

how abortion attitudes are related to other attitudes not directly related to termination of 

pregnancy, testing competing ideological explanations abortion attitudes. Across three studies, 

data show support for the liberal and conservative explanations of abortion attitudes, but the 

evidence is stronger for the latter. The second paper studies how people judge an ambiguous 

expression as hate speech, based on the group being targeted and the person’s ideology. I found 

that liberals are particularly attuned to denounce an ambiguous statement as hate speech, and that 

the target’s perceived victimhood partially drives these effects. The third paper studies the 

relationship between COVID-19 related policies, partisanship and exposure to the virus. No 

relationship was found between the exposure to the virus and changes in policies: people keep 

partisan policy views, despite of pathogen threats. All studies confirm the main tenet of the 

motivated reasoning approach: people’s views are often not driven by rational considerations, 

but rather by motivations to defend their worldview and their social groups. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Shared social life requires a more or less shared approach to reality. In democratic 

societies, it is expected for people to hold different views on a myriad of issues, including those 

very close to our own moral identity. However, there must be some basic shared understanding 

of facts: what is real, what do we know about reality, and how can we deal with that. In modern 

societies, the task of elucidating our shared understanding is mainly delegated to scientists, 

assuming under that term a community of educated and methodical thinkers that reach relatively 

homogenous set of conclusions. Regardless of how much that image of scientists fit the real-life 

activity of scientific communities, science as a whole had seemed to be the final word on issues 

we dispute (Schaller, 1996). 

Notwithstanding, our current debates seem to be focused, not on policies, but rather with 

what is factual, what is based on reality and what constitutes mere opinion. The notion of 

“alternative facts”, as paradoxical as it seems, describes very clearly where our controversies lie 

today (Blake, 2020). Even historically sound institutions, hitherto deemed as authoritative – as 

the CDC, the federal government or national news outlets – are suspect of twisting the facts, 

giving misleading information, or purposely lying to the public. The rise of fake news and 

conspiracy theories contribute to reinforce a clime of misinformation and distrust that threatens 

democracy (Prior, 2013; Thaler, 2019). 

We are witnessing extended cases of what social-cognitive psychologists have called 

motivated reasoning. Drawing from cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger, 1957), motivated 

reasoning describes those processes in which supposedly logical processes, such as seeking 

information, processing factual evidence and challenging information, are driven by prior 
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motivations, such as self-preservation, social-identity threats and worldview maintenance (Ditto 

& Lopez, 1992; Kunda, 1987; 1990) 

It has become a talking point to argue that people are interacting more and more in 

information bubbles, by seeking only information consistent with their views, that does not 

challenge their assumptions and that confirms and reinforces their beliefs about their own virtue 

and the wickedness of the opposite group (Ringel et al., 2018; Rodriguez et al., 2017). Similarly, 

these processes do not seem to be exclusive to either political group – a great deal of research has 

shown that motivated reasoning effects are pervasive across party lines and educational levels 

(Ditto et al., 2019). All this makes research on motivated reasoning, its causes, and potential 

ways to ease its effects more pressing than ever. Social psychologists have a clear research 

program in order to tackle these issues in a way that contributes to improve our life together. 

In this dissertation I present three pieces of research that study, in one way or another, 

motivated reasoning in the context of public debates. In the first paper, I focused on the debate 

about abortion, one of the more contentious issues today. Specifically, I investigated how the 

political narratives of attitudes toward abortion describe actual correlates of abortion attitudes. 

The studies show that opponents and supporters of abortion conceive the problem in different 

moral codes, indirectly accusing each other of engaging in motivated reasoning – i.e., pro-lifers 

are actually misogynists, pro-choicers are actually sexual liberationists. These ‘actually’ describe 

the assumptions of motivated reasoning: the other side argues their abortion position with 

ulterior motivations. Interestingly, the literature on abortion attitudes in the social sciences have 

emphasized mainly sexism and religiosity as predictors of opposing abortion, overlooking other 

“conservative” motivations, such as respect for life or sexual morality. In my project, I 

operationalized these concepts into measurable constructs and tested to which extent the different 
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political narratives about abortion actually help explain abortion attitudes. My results suggest 

that both narratives provide helpful predictors to understand views on abortion, but sexual 

morality and respect for life are most strongly associated with abortion attitudes. These results 

provide initial evidence suggesting which type of motivations may underlie attitudes toward 

abortion. In a different level of analysis, my studies provide interesting material for a wider 

reflection of the more or less explicit role of ideologies in the scientific research process.  

In the second paper, I studied how people perceive hate speech. Instead of taking a 

normative approach of what constitutes hate speech, I addressed the question of what makes a 

person consider a given speech act as ‘hate speech’. Is it the message? Is it to whom it is 

directed? Is it the individual ideological views of the judge? Is it an interaction of some of these 

aspects? A motivated reasoning approach led me to start by hypothesizing that people’s views on 

what is hate speech depend on the ideological affinity of the target of the speech act and the 

person making the judgement. I addressed these questions by exposing participants to stimuli 

with ambiguous phrasing, but a group clearly targeted (“Black people should receive a lesson”). 

My studies provided support for this hypothesis, but also revealed an ideological slant: left-

leaning participants were more likely to engage in this motivated judgment. Then, I further 

explored a potential explanation for this asymmetry in terms of victimhood: people are more 

likely to judge a speech act as hate speech when it targets a group deemed as victims. On top of 

that, the data showed that liberal participants were more affected by the victimhood of the groups 

targeted. These results cast light on how people understand and react to speech that might 

challenge their own views or attack like-minded groups, and support the idea that hate speech, as 

a motivated reasoning perspective would suggest, may often be in the eye of the beholder. 
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In the third paper, I took advantage of social and political phenomena related to the 

COVID-19 pandemic to study a specific process of motivated reasoning. The fast spread of 

COVID-19 provided a real-world opportunity to investigate the relationship of political attitudes 

and actual existential threats in the form of an infectious disease. I was able to explore these 

processes using data from an ongoing longitudinal study about policy attitudes related to 

COVID-19 during the pandemic. Specifically, the research question I asked was whether the 

exposure to the disease – in terms of cases and deaths at state level as well as personal 

experience dealing with the virus oneself or in a loved one – affected policy attitudes. From a 

terror management perspective (Darrell, 2016; Pyszczynski et al., 2015), policy views should 

tend to converge as the existential threat is felt as drawing closer. To test this idea, I studied three 

waves of a large national representative sample, where participants were asked about two dozen 

policy positions regarding the pandemic. After analyzing how these positions clustered together 

in three different groups, I explored the relationship these policy views had with exposure to 

COVID-19 over time. The analyses of the data yielded an opposite trend of what I had 

hypothesized: people held to their partisan policy views, regardless of the increase in case and 

death toll. Party identification predicted policy positions better than direct experience with the 

virus, even in those cases where states were being heavily affected by the pandemic. If anything, 

a slight effect was observed that the pandemic could increase polarization rather than curb it. 

Existential threats are seen through the eyes of political motivation, shifting reasonable 

consideration of epidemiological for conformism to the ingroup, providing another example of 

motivated reasoning. 

In sum, the studies I submit in this dissertation show how motivated reasoning can be 

found in different domains of the public space and take different forms. Identifying the 
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conditions under which these processes emerge is crucial to find ways of getting along, 

discussing our differences and finding common ground, a shared sense of reality. 
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PAPER 1: Respect for Life? Respect for Women?  

Testing Ideologically Competing Explanations of Abortion Attitudes 

 

Abstract 

Abortion as a problem can be construed from different perspectives. Psychological research on 

abortion attitudes has focused on testing hypotheses consistent with liberal narratives, according 

to which opposing abortion is explained by religiosity and lack of support for gender egalitarian 

views. We propose to analyze the issue from an ideologically diverse perspective, introducing 

hypotheses consistent with the conservative narratives about abortion, according to which 

opposition to abortion is explained by respect for human life and moral concerns about sexuality. 

Using data from multiple samples, including nationally representative surveys over 20 years, we 

found that variables identified by both the liberal (e.g., religiosity and ambivalent sexism) and 

conservative (e.g., respect for life and sexual morality) narratives significantly predicted abortion 

attitudes. Overall, predictors associated with conservative narratives show the strongest 

association with abortion attitudes. We discuss the value of generating hypotheses from 

ideologically opposing views to increase our understanding of psychological phenomena. 
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PAPER 1: Respecting Life? Respecting Women? Testing Ideologically Competing 

Explanations of Abortion Attitudes. 

Introduction 

The term ‘abortion’ descriptively identifies a set of medical practices; yet in a broader 

sense the actual meaning and valuation of these practices are widely disputed. There is not a 

unique narrative to describe what abortion is about (MacNair, 2016; Sanger, 2017). Supporters 

and opponents of voluntary interruption of pregnancy have developed alternative construals, 

usually consistent with wider and more comprehensive ideological narratives (Sanger, 2016; 

Tan, 2004). Due to its complex nature, measuring people’s attitudes toward abortion is likely 

influenced by the way questions are framed (e.g, “Do you agree that women should have the 

choice to decide over their own bodies?” vs. “Do you believe killing an unborn child is moral?”; 

for complexity and survey effects on abortion attitudes see Bumpass, 1997; Jozkowski, 

Crawford, & Hunt, 2018). Similarly, psychological researchers’ own perspectives on abortion 

might emphasize or deemphasize certain dimensions, overlooking aspects that might be relevant 

in understanding abortion attitudes. In this paper, we introduce multiple ideological perspectives 

as competing hypotheses and test them across three studies and multiple samples. Needless to 

say, the present study has no bearing on which views on abortion are normatively “right” or 

“wrong”. Instead, our focus here is on the strictly descriptive task of identifying the most 

consequential predictors of abortion attitudes, recognizing that ideologically-based narratives 

about the normative morality of abortion can shape which predictors are most likely to be the 

subject of empirical exploration. 

Ideological Narratives in Scientific Research 
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Ideological assumptions can have an impact on how scientific questions are posed, where 

researchers look for evidence and the overall picture that emerge from the findings (Kincaid, 

Dupré, & Wylie, 2007; Longino, 1990). For example, archeological studies about Pleistocene 

humans had focused on big game hunting (i.e., mammoths) as the organizing social and 

economic practice. Expeditions looking for large bones and arrowstones further confirmed this 

idea. This picture, however, made hard to understand the transition from foraging gathering to 

horticulture societies after the extinction of large mammals. Yet, feminist archeologists 

questioned the centrality of big game hunting – a stereotypically male activity – by drawing 

attention to evidence of the hunt of smaller animals, as well as the use of small-scale stone tools 

to treat and domesticate grains. These findings, previously ignored by mainstream archeologists, 

imply a less strict sexual division of labor, since both females and males could have been 

involved in such practices (Gero, 1993). In the larger picture, feminist contributions to 

paleolithic research provide empirically solid and theoretically parsimonious grounds to describe 

a smoother transition into sedentary societies based on agriculture. Gender representations 

inadvertently shaped the research questions, narrowing the search for evidence, which in turn 

conspired to provide an incomplete scientific account of the phenomena (Kincaid et al., 2007; 

Wylie, 1997).  

The example of feminist archeology shows that multiple ideological perspectives in the 

scientific process can play a decisive role in the generation of research questions and explanatory 

hypotheses to understand complex subjects. Research on abortion attitudes offers an ideal 

opportunity to see whether and how viewpoint diversity contributes to scientific progress. 

Narratives about Abortion 
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Different positions in the debate endorse narratives to construe abortion in a particular 

perspective, by emphasizing aspects that reinforce their view, while neglecting those that 

introduce greater complexity. Studies analyzing pro-life and pro-choice promotional literature 

and newspapers, revealed that both sides showed similarly low levels of integrative complexity 

(Dillon, 1993), a pattern replicated in Twitter (Sharma, Saha, Ernala, Ghoshal, & De Choudhury, 

2017). Each narrative, presented below in oversimiplified form, makes sense of the moral values 

involved in the discussion as well as the characterization of the other side.  

The liberal narrative. The psychological literature has associated liberal ideology with 

needs for self-expression and promotion-oriented goals (Cornwell & Higgins, 2013), higher 

empathy (Hasson, Tamir, Brahms, Cohrs, & Halperin, 2018) and greater concern for equality and 

social justice (Jost, Glaser, Kruglanski, & Sulloway, 2003). These moral concerns lead to a 

construal of abortion that is problematic in terms of women’s rights to choose whether, when and 

how to be a mother. Unwanted pregnancies are considered an undue burden that no woman 

should be forced to bear, let alone if those pregnancies would likely contribute to perpetuate the 

cycle of poverty. Abortion should be available, not only for cases of rape or medical reasons, but 

also for women who do not consent in carrying to term because of the personal, social and 

physical costs of the process. The rightful exercise of bodily autonomy is one of the most 

common pro-choice slogans: “my body, my choice!”, typically embedded into an historical 

narrative of the tension between patriarchal norms and women’s liberation (Fraser, 1997).  

How does this narrative construe those who oppose abortion? Persons and institutions 

opposing abortion are seen as embodying the corresponding anti-values: authoritarianism and 

sexism. Restricting abortion constitutes a top-down sanction that denies basic human rights of 

women: “It’s not about babies, fetuses, embryos, or eggs. It never was. They hate women.” 
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(erintothemax, 2019). In the liberal view, then, conservatives are motivated by their needs to 

support the status quo, especially regarding the gendered distribution of power. In more 

charitable approaches, some liberals see anti-abortion people as motivated by legitimate, deeply 

held convictions, that, however, precludes them to see the actual gravity of denying abortion:  

People have personal and religious beliefs about abortion, and I’m not asking them to 

change those beliefs. This is not about a person’s beliefs; this is about legal access to a 

medical procedure that allows families to determine their own futures. (Planned 

Parenthood Action Fund, 2018, p. 7). 

The conservative narrative. Research shows that conservatives are more likely to be 

oriented to prevention strategies (Cornwell & Higgins, 2013), higher sensitivity in existential 

threats and security concerns (Jost, Stern, Rule, & Sterling, 2017). Moreover, conservative views 

are characterized by support for traditional values, social norms and institutions (Duckitt & 

Bizumic, 2013; Koleva, Graham, Iyer, Ditto, & Haidt, 2012), as well as a relatively positive view 

of hierarchical structure and authority (Crawford, Mallinas, & Furman, 2015). In the public 

debate, opponents of abortion typically emphasize the dignity of the life of the unborn (George & 

Tollefsen, 2008). For the mainstream Western ethical tradition, human beings are always 

valuable entities for the very fact of belonging to the human species (Spaemann, 1996). This 

assumption often leads to the blanket rejection of all types of termination of pregnancy, 

regardless of the circumstances that might surround its conception, development or expected life 

course, or the mother’s:  

Listen, you're 15 years old and you become pregnant and you're scared and you have 

your whole life ahead of you and you're facing this, that is a hard situation. (…) But when 

asked to make a decision between two very hard circumstances, I've personally reached 

the conclusion if I'm going to err, I'm going to err on the side of life. (Rubio in Todd, 

2015).  

Another aspect present in this discussion, however, is the connection between termination 

of pregnancy and sexuality. As stated in “The America We Seek.”, a pro-life manifesto signed by 
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over 35 conservative professors, “the abortion license is inextricably bound up with the mores of 

the sexual revolution” (Agee et al., 1996, p. 43; Edsall, 2019). Looseness in the social regulation 

of sexual behavior requires, according to this view, measures to minimize the unintended 

consequences of promiscuity, such as contraception and, as last resort, abortion. 

How does the conservative view make sense of support for abortion? Persons and 

institutions supporting abortion are seen as pursuing a society of consequence-free sexual 

practices, where traditional norms of sexual regulation are abolished, or at least are optional 

(Douthat, 2018). The conservative narrative describe those who support abortion as motivated by 

an individualistic and hedonistic view of sexuality (Mering, 2019), which in turn, demands a 

“hocus pocus” argumentation to deny the humanity of the fetus, otherwise evident through 

scientific observation (French, 2016).  

These ideological construals around the abortion debate and the wide-reaching narratives 

in which they are embedded, might explain the difficulties of finding common ground, situating 

the debates regarding pregnancy termination and women’s rights “between two absolutes” (cf. 

Cook, Jelen, & Wilcox, 1992; MacNair, 2016; Sanger, 2016; Tan, 2004). This might possibly 

translate in intergroup dynamics that underscore non-negotiable, incommensurable values of the 

ingroup, which make reasoning about and compromising those values as unthinkable (Tetlock, 

2003).  

Research in Social Psychology based on the Liberal Abortion Narrative 

Although social psychological research on abortion attitudes could potentially be inspired 

by either of the liberal or conservative narrative, recent discussions of the ideological 
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homogeneity of the field (Duarte et al., 2014; Inbar & Lammers, 2012) suggest that researchers 

studying attitudes towards pregnancy termination will tend to align with liberal narratives. 

A review of the findings in the available psychological literature confirms this intuition. 

Religiosity has been consistently studied as one of the most robust predictors of opposition to 

abortion policies (Adamczyk, 2013; Emerson, 1996; Harris & Mills, 1985; McIntosh, Alston, & 

Alston, 1979). However, it is not entirely clear what type of mechanism could explain that 

relationship. Republican identification, political and moral conservatism have also been studied 

as predictor of abortion attitudes, typically explaining variance beyond religiosity alone 

(Cochran, Chamlin, Beeghley, Harnden, & Blackwell, 1996; Emerson, 1996; Harris & Mills, 

1985; Koleva et al., 2012; Skitka, Hanson, Washburn, & Mueller, 2018), even in non-WEIRD 

samples (Deak & Saroglou, 2015; Jelen, 2014).  

More recently, ambivalent sexism (Glick & Fiske, 1996) has been utilized as a key 

explanation to understand why people support or reject abortion policies. This construct involves 

two components: hostile sexism, which captures confrontational and blatant attitudes against 

women and benevolent sexism, which describes flattering and idealizing views of women, that, 

at the same time, depreciate them. Osborne and Davies (2009, 2012) found differential 

predictions for each component: hostile sexism predicts opposition to elective abortion, whereas 

rejection of traumatic abortion is associated with benevolent sexism. Building onto these 

findings, authors argue that hostile sexist attitudes are associated with opposing women’s right to 

make an autonomous decision over her body, while benevolent sexism reinforces women’s 

social roles as mothers, often leading to opposition to abortion even in cases of medical necessity 

or rape. Consistently, cross-sectional and longitudinal studies revealed that attitudes toward 

motherhood mediate the relationship between sexism and abortion attitudes (Huang, Davies, 
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Sibley, & Osborne, 2016; Huang, Osborne, Sibley, & Davies, 2014). Further studies have 

analyzed a potential mediational role of sexism in the differences between political ideology and 

abortion, yielding mixed results (Hodson & MacInnis, 2017; Prusaczyk & Hodson, 2018).  

Research in Social Psychology based on the Conservative Abortion Narrative 

The conservative narrative on abortion emphasizes the unconditional value of the human 

life of the unborn as well as moral concerns about licensing sexual behavior. Are these variables 

considered in published psychological research? Partially. A handful of studies have addressed 

the question of the humanness of the unborn. MacInnis and colleagues showed that left – right 

differences in support for abortion policies are not dependent on the degree the preborn is 

humanized (MacInnis, MacLean, & Hodson, 2014). In another angle, Bilewicz and colleagues 

found that opposition to termination of pregnancy is aligned with the preference for using 

humanizing terms (“child”) instead of medical terms (“foetus”; Bilewicz, Mikołajczak, & 

Babińska, 2017). Additionally, asking for abortion attitudes using “child” instead of “foetus” 

slightly shift the participants attitudes (Mikołajczak & Bilewicz, 2015). Yet, none of these 

studies has introduced moral concerns about sanctity of human life as a predictor of abortion 

attitudes.  

Sexual morality has also been largely absent as a potential explanations of abortion 

attitudes in published social psychological research (Pinsof, 2018). Two unpublished 

dissertations, however, have addressed the question of abortion from the perspective of sexuality. 

Drawing from evolutionary theory, researchers argue that attitudes towards abortion should be 

understood from a “genetic self-interest” perspective, in which different mating strategic 

orientations collide: since abortion can be associated with “childless sex”, subjects who hold 

short-term mating strategies – i.e., multiple sexual partners, fewer commitments, prioritizing 
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resources over offspring – should hold more permissive views about abortion. Weeden (2003) 

examined how people’s abortion attitudes are predicted by variables associated with short-term 

mating orientations, such as more sexual partners, earlier sexual initiation, fewer children and 

later childbearing. In a similar vein, Pinsof (2018) found that believing that strict abortion bans 

would reduce sexual promiscuity increases opposition to abortion for individuals with long-term 

mating strategies. 

Yet other disciplines have addressed some of these questions. In an extensive research 

program from the perspective of public opinion studies, Ted Jelen and colleagues have studied 

the influence of sexism, religiosity and ideology, as well as moral concerns about sexuality and 

the value attributed to human life on abortion attitudes (Cook et al., 1992; Cook, Jelen, & 

Wilcox, 1993; Jelen, 1984, 1988, 2014, 2015; Jelen, O’Donnell, & Wilcox, 1993; Jelen & 

Wilcox, 1997, 2003; Strickler & Danigelis, 2002). Secondary analyses of international and 

national surveys repeatedly yield how traditional views of sexual morality – i.e., rejection of 

homosexual practices or masturbation – as well beliefs about the sanctity of life – operationalized 

as negative views on suicide or euthanasia – are both linked to more negative abortion attitudes.  

Our Research 

Our objective in this paper is to test whether recognizing the ideological diversity in 

construals of abortion may offer a better understanding of the structure of abortion attitudes. 

First, we explored the diverse narratives applied to abortion by looking at how people discuss 

particularly the values they believe it to be associated (Study 1). Then, we conducted secondary 

analyses of 20 years of nationally representative survey data, exploring relative contributions of 

predictors consistent with the liberal and conservative narratives (Study 2). Finally, we collected 

data introducing more refined measures to address predictors from both narratives and tested 
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them in three different samples (Study 3). Finally, we will meta-analyze the results of all samples 

to get a better estimate of the effect sizes. 

Study 1: What People say About Abortion? 

 Our first step was to explore what representations, attitudes and values are evoked when 

people are asked about abortion. We asked participants to express their views on abortion in 

three ways: using a quantitative measure, by writing an open-ended response and by asking them 

to select values that they believe to be involved in abortion. We hypothesize that responses from 

opponents and supporters of induced abortion would reveal different moral construals of the 

issue, associated with diverse values and concerns.  

 

Methods 

 Participants. Three hundred and eighteen users of YourMorals.org participated in the 

study (Females = 32.0%, Mage = 32.4, SDage = 13.7). YourMorals.org is a data collection 

platform where users take part in different studies and are given feedback about their morality, 

personality, and ideology.  

 Measures.  

 Abortion Attitudes. We constructed a 13-item measure of abortion attitudes, adapting 

items from the GSS and introducing new items. To avoid framing effects (cf. Mikołajczak & 

Bilewicz, 2015), we avoided the terms “baby”, “son / daughter” or “mother” as much as the 

statements permitted. All 7-level Likert items were randomly presented and preceded by the 

phrase “A woman should have the right to terminate her pregnancy...” and were phrased in 

conditional tense (e.g., “if her life is endangered”, “if having a child will make it much harder for 

her to get a college education or a job”, “if the pregnancy is the result of rape”; see Supplemental 
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Materials for items). Based on previous literature (Cook et al., 1992), we assumed the existence 

of two factors regarding attitudes towards termination of pregnancy: traumatic abortion (e.g., 

cases of rape, life endangered, fetal malformation) and elective abortion (e.g., feeling not 

prepared to be mother, unwanted pregnancy in poverty, etc.). Confirmatory factor analyses 

showed that the 2-factor model had an appropriate approximate fit (RMSEA = .146, 90% CI 

[.134, .158], SMSR = .052, CFI = .915, TLI = .896). Composite scores showed high reliability for 

both elective (Cronbach’s alpha = .954) and traumatic abortion (.934), so we predicted point 

values in each factor for all participants. 

 Open-ended responses. Participants were prompted to “elaborate your opinion about the 

morality of termination of pregnancy, and how it relates to other social values and human rights” 

above a blank text box, with no time or extension restraints. Only 196 participants wrote their 

views, with varying degrees of extension: about 7% wrote less than 20 words whereas roughly 

16% wrote more than 200 words. (Mean extension = 114.15 words, SD = 128.27 words, Median 

extension = 75 words). Full-text responses can be accessed in the OSF repository for this study 

(http://osf.io/39gt4/). 

 Associated values. Finally, participants were asked to “indicate which of the following 

social values are directly related to abortion” and presented with a randomized list of 12 

checkboxes, which corresponded to 6 conservative values (“Right to Life”, “Sanctity of Life”, 

“Sexual Decency”, “Social Harmony”, “Freedom of Speech”, “Respect for Tradition) and 6 

liberal values (“Reproductive Rights”, “Fighting Poverty”, “Gender Equality”, “Income 

Equality”, “Scientific Progress”, “Racial Justice”, ). Subjects were not restricted to the number of 

values they could choose.  We intentionally include values that showed little relation with the 

abortion debate but are usually associated with either conservative (“Freedom of Speech”) or 
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liberal political views (“Scientific Progress”). Roughly 7% of participants did not choose any 

value, while 76% participants chose between 1 and 6 values. Only 8 participants selected more 

than 10 values. 

 

Results 

We used a data-driven method to categorize the participants in their position towards 

abortion. Latent profile analysis (LPA) estimates the fit of the data to a specified model of latent 

categories. Using the tidyLPA package (Rosenberg, Beymer, Anderson, van Lissa, & Schmidt, 

2018), we specified a model of three latent categories, that yielded three unequal sized groups: 

74, 77 and 167 members. Based on the standardized means of Elective and Traumatic abortion 

for each group, we labeled the groups as Pro-Life (Elective -2.54, Traumatic = -2.60), Moderate 

(Elective =-1.57, Traumatic = -0.35) and Pro-Choice (Elective = 1.85, Traumatic = 1.34; higher 

score indicate greater support for abortion). 

We first analyzed the unique frequencies of terms, that is, non-overlapping words used 

predominantly by one of the groups. Then, we created bigram networks to visualize semantic 

connections among terms with greater concurrence. 

Unique frequencies. We grouped all responses by the profiles yielded by the LPA and 

isolated all terms that appeared more than five occasions in only one of the groups (Table 1.1).  

Unique words most frequently used by Pro-choicers are associated with concerns about health 

and care (i.e., “care”, “health”, “support”, “suffering”, “survive”, etc.) and individual autonomy 

(“unwanted”, “freedom”, “autonomy”, “individual”, “control”, etc.).  
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Table 1.1 Unique frequencies by group (open-ended responses, Study 1) 

Pro-Choice (n = 167)   Moderate (n = 76)   Pro-Life (n = 77) 

Term 
Unique 

Frequency 

Relative 

Frequency 
  Term 

Unique 

Frequency 

Relative 

Frequency 
  Term 

Unique 

Frequency 

Relative 

Frequency 

care 17 .102  idea 9 .122  kill 19 .247 

trimester 16 .096  consequences 8 .108  conception 17 .221 

health 13 .078  responsibility 7 .095  due 11 .143 

pregnant 13 .078  hand 6 .081  moment 10 .130 

support 13 .078  laws 6 .081  question 10 .130 

individual 12 .072  medical 6 .081  die 9 .117 

unwanted 11 .066  physical 6 .081  lives 9 .117 

world 11 .066      personhood 9 .117 

bodies 10 .060      result 9 .117 

term 10 .060      sexual 9 .117 

control 9 .054      answer 8 .104 

humans 9 .054      babies 8 .104 

late 9 .054      danger 8 .104 

legal 9 .054      killing 8 .104 

survive 9 .054      raise 8 .104 

autonomy 8 .048      assume 7 .091 

consciousness 8 .048      begins 7 .091 

difficult 8 .048      death 7 .091 

suffering 8 .048      extreme 7 .091 

free 7 .042      hard 7 .091 

freedom 7 .042      option 7 .091 

social 7 .042      risk 7 .091 

stage 7 .042      save 7 .091 

access 6 .036      adopt 6 .078 

bad 6 .036      burden 6 .078 

fetuses 6 .036      exception 6 .078 

future 6 .036      existence 6 .078 

immoral 6 .036      innocent 6 .078 

level 6 .036      live 6 .078 

means 6 .036      love 6 .078 

morality 6 .036      sacred 6 .078 

opinion 6 .036      separate 6 .078 

personal 6 .036         
religious 6 .036         
situation 6 .036         
suffer 6 .036            

view 6 .036              
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Figure 1.1 Bigram Networks by groups (open-ended responses, Study 1) 
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On the other side, unique words most used by Pro-lifers tend to be associated with 

termination of life (“kill”, “die”, “lives”, “danger”, “killing”, “death”) and terms consistent with 

the view of the unborn as a person (“conception”, “personhood”, “babies”, “innocent”, “sacred”). 

Terms uniquely used by moderates did not seem to signal any specific moral views. 

Bigram networks. To gain a better understanding of the use of these terms, we extracted 

all word pairs occurring more than once and plotted them as a bigram network in Figure 1.1. At 

first glance, Pro-choicers present a wider and more complex set of associations in comparison to 

Pro-lifers. Interestingly, for both groups the most common pair is ‘human life’, but with different 

connotations. For Pro-choicers, ‘human life’ is associated with ‘reproductive rights’, but for Pro-

lifers it is associated with a dense network of terms indicating its beginning (“starts”, “begins”), 

as well as anthropomorphizing features (“person”, “innocent”, “individual”, “rights”).  Bigram 

networks show similar emphases as the unique frequencies. Pro-choicers, compared to Pro-lifers, 

more commonly use pairs such as ‘health care’, ‘feel pain’, ‘sexual assault’ revealing concerns 

about care and harm – and  paired terms such as ‘bodily autonomy’, ‘human rights’, 

‘reproductive rights’, ‘free access’, ‘sex education’ reflecting a perspective of abortion as an 

issue of women’s’ rights. They also refer to wider societal issues (‘social consensus’, ‘population 

growth’, ‘food stamps’, ‘universal health care’). Bigram networks in Pro-lifers (see Figure 1.1B), 

on the other hand, along with the semantic connections of human life referred above, express 

views of abortion as murder (‘kill babies’), as well as wider social concerns (‘social 

ramifications’, ‘sexual activity’, ‘extreme situations’, ‘capital punishment’). 

Both exploratory textual analyses provide initial support for the notion that different 

ideological sides have unique construals of abortion, involving different semantic networks and 

moral values.  
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Values associated with Abortion. Participants associated the debate on abortion with 

different values, suggesting that Pro-choicers and Pro-lifers differ in their construals (Figure 1.2). 

One-way ANOVAs revealed that Pro-choicers significantly supported five out of six liberal 

values more than Pro-Lifers. In contrast, Pro-choicers showed significant less support for four 

conservative values: “Right to Life”, “Sanctity of Life”, “Sexual Decency” and “Freedom of 

Speech”. No differences were found related to “Scientific Progress”, “Social Harmony” and 

“Respect for Tradition” (see Table S1.1 for estimates and analyses). Further post-hoc Tukey tests 

revealed that moderates and Pro-lifers had no significant differences across values, except for 

“Reproductive Rights”, where Pro-lifers were less likely than moderates to check it as a value 

associated to abortion. Regarding “Racial Justice”, Pro-lifers were marginally more likely than 

moderates to consider it as associated to abortion. Interestingly, in two values, no differences 

were found between Pro-lifers and Pro-choicers, but there was a significant difference between 

Pro-choicers and moderates: supporters of abortion were more likely to associate abortion with 

Figure 1.2 Values associated with abortion (“Indicate which of the following social values are directly related to 

abortion”) in Study 1 (n = 318) 
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“Racial Justice” than moderates, and less likely to do so with “Sexual Decency” in comparison to 

the same group.  

Discussion 

Consistent with our hypotheses, both open-ended and scale responses about the nature of 

the abortion debate revealed that Pro-lifers and Pro-choicers construe the matter of abortion 

based on different moral frameworks. Due to the exploratory nature of this first study, we 

intentionally took a vague and unconstrained approach to allow the emergence of participants’ 

own moral concerns. Similarly, our classification of Pro-lifers, moderates and Pro-choicers was 

built bottom-up. It is noteworthy that terms from spontaneous discourse on the morality of 

abortion converge with the identification of those values directly at stake in the debate. 

This first study, however, has several limitations. First, our frequency analyses only 

accounts for occurrence of the terms, and not their contextualized meaning. Interpretation of the 

terms, therefore, is open to different perspectives. Moreover, the imbalance of group sizes may 

have impacted the distribution of word and pair frequencies. Also, as Figure 1.2 shows, our LPA 

classification might be artificially separating Pro-lifers and moderates, since their pattern of 

values associated to abortion are somewhat similar.  

Nevertheless, the data suggest that different sides in the abortion debate construe the 

issue from morally different frameworks. If researchers address socially controversial topics 

uniquely from their own ideological perspectives, they might be unintentionally forcing their 

research questions into procrustean framings, leaving out aspects that might be psychologically 

relevant.  

In the next two studies we address this concern empirically. We hypothesize that 

introducing variables derived from both ideological frameworks of abortion will improve the 
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performance of predictive models. Specifically, we argue that models including predictors 

inspired by conservative construals of abortion, namely sexual morality and sanctity of life, will 

perform better than models using exclusively predictors derived from the liberal moral 

framework, namely sexism, political ideology and religiosity (Adamczyk & Valdimarsdóttir, 

2017; Hodson & MacInnis, 2017; Osborne & Davies, 2012; Prusaczyk & Hodson, 2018). The 

following studies make use of large samples over 20 years (Study 2) and more precise measures 

(Study 3) to evaluate whether and how much ideological diversity improves our understanding of 

abortion. 

Study 2: Predictors of Abortion Attitudes over 20 years 

Our first look into the predictors of abortion attitudes will be through secondary analyses 

of data from the General Social Survey (GSS). As a general hypothesis, we predict that models 

with variables associated with both the liberal and conservative narratives will perform better 

that those models including only variables from the liberal narrative. Based on prior research 

(Jelen, 2014), we expect no or little effect of demographics above and beyond the rest of the 

predictors. 

Methods 

Datasets. We retrieved GSS datasets ranging from 1996 to 2016; we used only items that 

were present throughout all 20 years. Similarly, only complete observations were considered, 

which yielded a sample of 4,732 adult American respondents (Female = 55%, MAGE = 46.52, 

SDAGE = 16.91, detailed descriptives in Table S1.2). 

Measures.  

Abortion Attitudes. The GSS datasets each included seven dichotomous questions 

regarding abortion in different circumstances (“Please tell me whether or not you think it should 
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be possible for a pregnant woman to obtain a legal abortion ...”): defect of the baby, not wanting 

more children, woman’s health is endangered, being poor, child product of rape, being single and 

abortion for any reason at all. This measure has been used profusely in previous research on 

abortion attitudes (Adamczyk & Valdimarsdóttir, 2017; Barkan, 2014).  

Due to the dichotomous nature of the variables and the assumption that not all items tap 

into these attitudes to the same degree, we constructed an Abortion measure index using Item 

Response Theory modeling (IRT; Bartolucci, Bacci, & Gnaldi, 2016). IRT models estimate the 

relative contribution of each item (difficulty) to the latent variable θ underlying the items. Using 

the R-package mirt (Chalmers, 2012), we ran a two-parameter logistic model (Thissen & 

Steinberg, 2009) on the seven items (IRT estimates for all items are reported in Table S1.4). 

Based on the fitted model, we predicted point estimates of the latent variable for each participant. 

The index had a high reliability (ρ = .793). For additional exploratory analyses, we constructed 

two further indices of Elective Abortion (i.e., any reason, not wanting children, etc.) and 

Traumatic Abortion (i.e., result of rape, endangered life of the mother, etc.), yet these indices 

showed low reliabilities (ρTRAUMATIC = .46; ρELECTIVE = .52). 

Sexism. Attitudes towards gender equality were assessed by 3 dichotomous items 

describing inegalitarian gender attitudes (e.g., “Most men are better suited emotionally for 

politics than are most women”). We fitted a two-parameter logistic model based on the three 

items, to estimate relative difficulties and predict point estimates for each participant (see Table 

S1.4 for parameters). The sexism index showed acceptable reliability (ρ = .68). 

Religiosity. Religiosity scores were computed from two 9-level items assessing prayer 

frequency and religious attendance (from “Never” to “Several Times a Week”) and 3-level self-

reported item of strength of identification with the religion. Due to the diversity of response 
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levels in the items, we fitted a generalized partial credit IRT model (Muraki & Muraki, 2016), 

capable of estimating the relative contribution of each item as well as each of category within 

each item. Based on the model, we predicted point estimates for all participants. The religiosity 

index showed high reliability (ρ = .76). 

Sexual Morality. Attitudes regarding sexual behaviors were assessed using 6 four-level 

items. Participants were asked about premarital sex, sex between teenagers, extramarital sex, 

same-sex relations, sex education in public schools and availability of contraceptive pills for 

teenagers. We fitted a generalized partial credit IRT model to estimate item and categories 

relative contributions to the latent variable. The Sexual morality index showed high reliability (ρ 

= .76), where higher scores indicate more restricted views of sexuality. 

Sanctity of Life. Respect for human life as an unconditional value was measured by 

combining four dichotomous items about the morality of suicide and one item regarding active 

euthanasia. This operationalization for sanctity of life has been successfully used in previous 

studies (Jelen, 1984, 2014). We ran a two-parameter logistic IRT model to estimate the 

underlying latent variable. Based on the fitted model, we predicted point estimates for all 

participants. This index of sanctity of life showed a good reliability (ρ = .71). 

Demographics. Demographic data was also retrieved: political orientation (7-level self-

placement item), age, sex and socioeconomic status. 

Results 

Descriptive means for the whole sample and for each year in particular, and zero-order 

correlations are shown in supplementary materials (see Table S1.2 and S1.3). We conducted 

hierarchical regression analyses to test the specific contribution of the different type of 

predictors. 
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Table 1.2 Summary of Hierarchical Regression Models (GSS 1996 – 2016 data; Study 2) 

 

 

Hierarchical Regression. We first regressed abortion attitudes on the predictors already 

identified by the literature: sexism and religiosity and political ideology (Model 1). Then, we 

entered sexual morality and sanctity of life (Model 2). Finally, we incorporated demographics 

(Model 3). Table 1.2 displays the results from the hierarchical regression models. Consistently 

with previous literature, in Model 1 abortion attitudes were negatively predicted by sexism, 

religiosity and ideology, significantly explaining about 25% of the variance. In Model 2, abortion 

attitudes were positively predicted by both sanctity of life and sexual morality. Moreover, the 

introduction of these predictors in Model 2 reduced the associations between abortion attitudes 

and sexism, religiosity and ideology.  The complete model significantly improved about 13% the 

amount of variance explained. Introducing demographics in the Model 3 did not altered this 

  Model 1  Model 2  Model 3  
    b SE β   b SE β   b SE β   

Intercept  6.06 .07   6.95 .07   6.22 .10   
              
Sexism  -.24 .02 -.17 *** -.09 .02 -.06 *** -.10 .02 .07 *** 

Religiosity  -.41 .02 -.33 *** -.14 .02 -.11 *** -.17 .02 -.14 *** 

Ideology   -.17 .01 -.19 *** -.10 .01 -.10 *** -.09 .01 -.10 *** 
              

Sanctity of Life     -.32 .01 -.29 *** -.31 .01 -.29 *** 

Sexual Morality     -.41 .02 -.26 *** -.43 .02 -.27 *** 
              

Sex (Female)         .10 .03 .04 ** 

Age          .01 .00 .11 *** 

SES          .13 .02 .06 *** 
              

Model Statistics 

F (3,4588) = 

509.30  F (5,4586) = 573.60 
F(8, 4583) = 387.50 

      Δ F (2,4586) = 518.38 Δ F (3,4583) = 151.08 

  R2 = .249   R2 = .384   R2 = .403   

      Δ R2 = .135 
 Δ R2 = 

.019   
            p < . 001     p < . 001     

Note: ** p < .01; *** p < .001 (n = 4952)       
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pattern of results: the best predictor was sexual morality, followed by sanctity of life, religiosity, 

sexism and ideology. Demographic factors were associated with abortion attitudes: being female, 

older and from higher SES increased the likelihood of supporting abortion. As shown in Table 

1.2, demographics alone explained about 2% of the variance in abortion attitudes. Additional 

analyses showed no problematic multicollinearity (all VIFs < 2.0). The same pattern of results 

was found when the regression predicted for attitudes towards Traumatic and Elective abortion 

as separated outcomes (see Tables S5a-b).  

Mixed Models. To account for possible variation at the year-level, we ran a random 

intercept model, introducing all predictors of Model 3 as fixed effects and year as random 

variable. Analyses yielded practically identical parameters for all fixed effects, suggesting only a 

slight variation on the baseline levels of abortion attitudes throughout the 20 years covered by 

the surveys.  

We next analyzed whether the strength of the predictors of abortion attitudes have 

undergone changes across the years. We ran a random slopes model, which allowed the variables 

sexism, religiosity, ideology, sexual morality and sanctity of life to vary freely across years. 

Random effect plots reveal slight trends in two of the predictors: political ideology seems to be 

decreasing its influence on abortion attitudes, whereas religiosity seems to be increasing. Effects 

of sexual morality and sanctity of life over time do not suggest a clear pattern in either direction 

(see Figure S1.1B for details of variation over time). 

Finally, we conducted the same analyses separating the outcome variable into Traumatic 

and Elective without any substantive difference in the patterns of the coefficients. 

Discussion 
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Our analyses from the GSS revealed that attitudes toward abortion are associated with 

psychological aspects that are present in both liberal and conservative narratives. Our models 

including measures of moral concerns about sexuality and the absolute value of human life 

perform better in relation to models including only some of the predictors usual in the literature. 

Moreover, the presence of sexual morality and sanctity of life decreases the strength of 

predictors associated with the liberal narrative. This suggests that part of the variance explained 

by Model 1 is better explained by these two novel predictors. Likewise, our analyses show that 

demographics exert a small, though significant, influence on abortion attitudes, which also 

replicates previous findings (Cook et al., 1992; Jelen & Wilcox, 2003). Further mixed-model 

analyses accounted for potential effects over time, yielding no clear evidence of significative 

change of these associations between 1996 and 2016. 

Data from the GSS reveals that models improve after introducing variables inspired by 

both construals of the abortion debate. However, it presents some limitations. The nature of the 

items can only indirectly tap our measures of interest. Moreover, psychometric shortcomings of 

these GSS items have been already discussed in the literature (Bumpass, 1997). Our last study 

was designed to overcome these methodological weaknesses.  

Study 3: Refining the Measures 

 We developed a set of measures to specifically assess the variables of interest. As in Study 

2, we hypothesize that variables inspired by both liberal – i.e., sexism, religiosity, ideology – and 

conservative narratives on abortion – i.e., sexual morality, sanctity of life – will predict abortion 

attitudes. Specifically, we expect that introducing predictors based on a conservative construal in 

abortion will significantly improve the amount of variance explained by models not including 

them. 
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Methods 

Participants. Three samples were collected: 118 YourMorals.org users (MAGE = 31.65, 

Female = 39.8%), 159 college students (MAGE = 21.37, Female = 86.8%) and 333 Mechanical Turk 

workers (MAGE = 33.19, Female = 41.4%).  

Measures. 

Abortion attitudes. As in Study 1, support for abortion was assessed by a list of 13 items 

describing different situations, associated with either traumatic – i.e., rape, endangered health of 

the mother, fetal malformation, etc. – or elective termination of pregnancy – i.e., woman is single, 

does not want the child, lives in poverty, etc. (see full list of items in Supplemental Material, p.1). 

Higher scores indicate greater endorsement of abortion. In all samples, the scales showed good 

reliability (all Cronbach’s αs > .93). 

Sexism. Attitudes towards gender equality were measured with the Ambivalent sexism 

Inventory (Glick & Fiske, 1996). Across all samples, the full scale as well as the subscales showed 

good reliability (all Cronbach’s αs > .78). 

Sexual Morality. To measure moral concerns about sexuality, we presented participants 

with a list of 12 items considering controversial sexual practices – i.e., premarital sex, 

pornography, voluntarily becoming a sex worker, intercourse of more than two partners, etc. –, 

under the template “Do you believe that [sexual practice] is OK or wrong?”.  Respondents were 

asked to indicate their views on a 7-level scale from “Totally OK” to “Totally Wrong” (see full 

list of items in Supplemental Material, p.2). Since exploratory factor analyses did not yield 

multidimensional solution in any sample, we computed the average of all items. Across the three 

samples, the scale showed good reliability (all Cronbach’s αs > .85)  
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Sanctity of Life. As in Study 2, and following previous studies (Jelen, 2014), we 

operationalized the view that human life is an absolute value in itself, as the opposition to behaviors 

that consider life as dependent to the agents’ will and autonomy, namely suicide and euthanasia 

(e.g., “If a person is tired of living and feels ready to die, she has the right to end her own life”; 

“Doctors should be allowed to painlessly end the patient's life with the consent of the patient and 

her family”; see Supplemental Materials p.2 for full list). Participants indicated their agreement 

with each one of 8 statements in a 7-level Likert scale. Higher scores indicate greater consideration 

of human life as a value in itself. The scale was reliable across samples (all Cronbach’s αs > .87). 

Demographics. Participants were asked to place themselves in a 7-level conservative-

liberal continuum and to report the frequency of attendance at religious services. Participants’ age, 

sex and SES were recorded. 

 

  

Table 1.3 Descriptive statistics, per sample (Study 3) 

Variable 

Sample 1  

(n = 118)  

Sample 2  

(n = 159)  

Sample 3  

(n = 333) 

M SD   M SD   M SD 

Abortion 4.88 1.93  4.35 1.40  5.01 1.45 

        Elective 4.30 2.12  3.77 1.61  4.72 1.59 

        Traumatic 5.65 1.82  5.15 1.31  5.34 1.43 

Ambivalent 

Sexism 
2.52 1.13  3.38 .98  3.71 1.18 

        Hostile 2.60 1.28  3.15 1.07  3.64 1.44 

        Benevolent 2.44  .98  3.60 .88  3.78 1.23 

Religious 

Attendance 
2.36 1.83  3.70 1.96  2.86 2.00 

Political 

Ideology 
3.02 1.64  3.27 1.34  4.06 1.86 

Sanctity of Life 3.18 1.59  4.91 1.19  3.39 1.23 

Sexual Morality 3.34 1.90  3.82 1.19  3.72 .90 
Note: all variables range from 1 to 7. Higher scores indicate greater support 

for abortion, less strong gender egalitarian views, more frequent religious 

attendance, greater conservativism, higher appraisal of human life as a 

valuable in itself and more restricted sexual morality. Sample 1 = Internet 

users (YourMorals.org); Sample 2 = college students; Sample 3 = MTurk 

workers. 
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Table 1.4 Hierarchical regression models predicting for abortion, for all samples (Study 3)                        

  Sample 1 - Internet Users (n = 215)   Sample 2 - College Students (n = 298)   Sample 3 - MTurk workers (n = 333) 

  Model 1   Model 2   Model 3   Model 1   Model 2   Model 3   Model 1   Model 2   Model 3   

Predictors β  β  β  β  β  β  β  β  β   
Hostile Sexism -.14 *   -.14 **   -.15 *   -.03     -.01     -.01     -.06     -.04 †   -.02 

 
  

Benevolent 

Sexism 

-.04 

  

  -.00     -.01     -.06   

  

.02   

  

.02     .11 † 

  

.01   

  

.01   
  

Religiosity -.36 ***   -.16     -.17 **   -.37 ***   -.14 *   -.14 *   .05     .07     .06     
Political Ideology -.44 *   -.27 **   -.30 ***   -.31 ***   -.22 ***   -.22 ***   -.27 **   -.20 **   -.18 **   
                                                        
Sexual Morality       -.21 **   -.19 **         -.26 ***   -.26 ***         -.34 ***   -.36 ***   
Sanctity of Life       -.30 ***   -.2* ***         -.28 ***   -.28 ***         -.38 ***   -.38 ***   
                                                        
Sex (Male)             .06 †               .00 †               -.05     
Age             .02                 -.02                 -.04     
SES             .03                                   .00 

 
  

                                                  
Model Statistics                                                       

F 108.4***   106.59*** 67.61***   35.36*** 38.73*** 28.89***   9.76***   46.36*** 28.89*** 

R2 .581  .701  .702  .322  .441  
 .437  .106  .440  .457    

Δ F    35.86***  0.523    33.36*** .075  
   95.40***  1.180   

Δ R2    .120  .001     .119  .000     .334  .017  
 

Note: † p <.1 * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001. Full regression tables in Supplemental Materials (Tables S1.6 a-c)                
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Results 

Table 1.3 presents descriptive statistics for all samples. In all samples the mean of support 

for abortion was higher than the scale midpoint, with higher scores for Traumatic than for Elective 

abortion. In terms of political ideology, the average in the MTurk sample fell on the scale midpoint, 

whereas the other two samples reported were more liberal.  

Regression Models. 

As in Study 2, we predicted abortion attitudes in three nested linear models. First, we 

regressed abortion attitudes on sexism, religiosity and ideology. Model 2 introduced sanctity of 

life and sexual morality. Model 3 included demographics – i.e., Sex, Age and SES – as covariates. 

As Table 1.4 shows, in Model 1 Benevolent sexism does not predict significantly abortion attitudes 

in any of the three samples, and Hostile sexism only does in the YM sample. Religiosity negatively 

predicts abortion attitudes in two of the three samples, while political conservatism does it across 

all samples.  

The introduction of conservative-inspired variables improves the model significantly in all 

three samples, increasing the amount of variance explained by roughly 12% in the first two 

samples, and 33% in the MTurk sample. Specifically, both sexual morality and concerns about the 

sanctity of life negatively predict abortion attitudes to a greater extent than religiosity. The 

influence of religiosity and political ideology decrease after introducing these variables, remaining 

significant predictors (except for religiosity in the MTurk sample). Introducing demographics 

variables in Model 3 does not improve the model fit. Regression coefficients in Model 3 are 

consistent across samples: the only significant predictors of abortion attitudes are political 

ideology, sexual morality and sanctity of life. religiosity is a significant predictor in the YM sample 
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and the student sample, whereas hostile sexism predicts abortion attitudes significantly in all three 

samples. Contrary to previous findings in the literature, Benevolent sexism did not predict support 

for abortion in any sample. 

We ran separate hierarchical regressions to predict support for Traumatic and Elective 

Abortion, which yielded similar patterns of regression coefficients (see Tables 1.5a-b for complete 

tables).  

Discussion 

Study 3 confirmed the results from Study 2, using three different samples and more precise 

psychological measures. The main outcome – i.e., support for abortion – was measured with a 

wide range of items, dealing with termination of pregnancy in multiple circumstances. Previous 

research has shown that participants may respond differently to abortion questions when asked in 

a contextualized manner in comparison to non-situational items, which may be harder to interpret 

reliably (Bumpass, 1997; Hans & Kimberly, 2014). Our 13-item scale covered situations typically 

associated with either elective or traumatic abortion. Similarly, to measure sexism we used the 

ASI (Glick & Fiske, 1996), which distinguishes hostile and benevolent sexism. Additionally, we 

created multiple items to measure sexual morality and sanctity of life, constructs that to date have 

not been measured other than obliquely through questions already present in existing surveys 

(Jelen, 1984, 2014). 

Overall, our analyses yielded strong associations between political ideology, concerns for 

sexual morality and the sanctity of life and lower support for abortion. This pattern did not change 

substantively across the three samples. Moreover, some constructs predicted abortion attitudes in 

only some of the samples, such as religiosity in two samples and hostile sexism in only one. We 
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did not find strong and systematic associations between opposition to abortion and sexism, nor 

with demographics. The consistency of results across internet users, college students and 

MTurkers suggest that the results we found are robust and not due to sampling bias. 

Results Meta-analysis 

Since not all variables showed consistent associations with views on abortion, we meta-

analyzed our findings from Studies 2 and 3 (Goh, Hall, & Rosenthal, 2016). Since the same 

hierarchical regression model was used in all analyses, it was possible to compare regression 

coefficients across studies, in order to obtain better estimates of the true effect for each predictor. 

Figure 1.3 Meta-analysis of results of abortion attitudes predictors, across Studies 2 and 3 (n = 5,568) 

Note: Square size represents study weight. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. Diamons 

indicate true effect across samples, within 95% confidence intervals, represented by the 

diamond width.  
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Taking Model 2, we estimated semipartial correlation coefficients for each predictor, 

accounting for the effect of the other predictors in the model. Using the metafor package in R, we 

conducted a random effects meta-analysis to obtain true effect estimates. Figure 1.3 describes 

forest plots for all samples by predictor, and true effect estimates. Once controlled for the effect of 

all predictors, sanctity of human life shows the strongest association with abortion attitudes (M = 

-.248, 95% CI [-.280, -.217]), followed by moral concerns around sexuality (M = -.180, 95% CI [-

.242, -.116]) and political orientation (M = -.143, 95% CI [-.204, -.082]). Religiosity (M = -.080, 

95% CI [-.136, -.024]) and sexism showed smaller size effect (M = -.060, 95% CI [-.078, -.034]) 

predicting abortion attitudes, though still significant. 

General Discussion 

Past research on the predictors of abortion attitudes has focused almost exclusively on 

variables identified in the liberal narrative. In this paper, we present evidence that including 

additional variables derived from the conservative narrative about abortion substantially 

increases the amount of variance explained by the models.  

Results from Study 1 are consistent with previous findings regarding terms related to 

abortion debate (Bilewicz et al., 2017; Mikołajczak & Bilewicz, 2015). Unique and bigram 

frequencies suggested stark differences in semantic networks of Pro-lifers and Pro-choicers. Pro-

lifers tend to express their views about abortion using more anthropomorphizing terms for the 

unborn, associating it with harm-related words, emphasizing the uniqueness and value of unborn 

life. Pro-choicers, in contrast, tend to omit these terms and emphasize social and legal aspects of 

the debate. Interestingly, we found no frequent words directly related to gender equality concerns 

(e.g., ‘oppression’, ‘sexism’, ‘patriarchy’), nor explicitly religious language (e.g., ‘sin’, ‘God’, 

‘divine command’, ‘bible’). 
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The results of Studies 2 and 3 showed that models introducing variables from both the 

liberal and conservative ideological narratives improve the results in terms of variance explained. 

This pattern was replicated across all our samples. Moreover, as the internal meta-analysis 

suggests, variables inspired by pro-life narratives actually had larger effect sizes than those based 

on pro-choice views. In contrast to self-interest theories, which emphasize demographics as key 

predictors of issue positions (Weeden & Kurzban, 2017), our analyses yielded almost exclusively 

null effects of demographic variables, such as age, gender and SES. This confirms findings of 

Jelen and colleagues: support or opposition to abortion are better understood through 

psychological subjective bases rather than social determinants. (Cook et al., 1992; Jelen, 2014; 

Jelen & Wilcox, 2003).  

 

Sexism and Abortion Attitudes 

As discussed above, values related to gender equality are at the core of the liberal 

narrative on abortion. Recent social psychological research has shown the links between sexism 

and abortion, and more specifically between subtypes of sexism and subtypes of abortion (Begun 

& Walls, 2015; Hodson & MacInnis, 2017; Huang et al., 2016, 2014; Osborne & Davies, 2009, 

2012; Prusaczyk & Hodson, 2018; Wang & Buffalo, 2004). Studies have repeatedly shown that 

benevolent sexism predicts opposition to both types of abortion, elective and traumatic. 

Similarly, hostile sexism predicted higher opposition to elective, but not for traumatic 

termination of pregnancy, accounting for political orientation and religiosity (Begun & Walls, 

2015; Huang et al., 2014; Osborne & Davies, 2012).  

Unexpectedly, our analyses did not replicate these effects: all hierarchical models in 

Studies 2 and 3 were regressed on traumatic and elective abortion separately, yielding similar 
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patterns. Whether considered as a single variable (Study 2) or separating Benevolent and Hostile 

types of sexist attitudes, (Study 3) abortion attitudes were not consistently predicted by sexism. 

Although the meta-analysis shows a significant effect for sexism as a predictor of abortion across 

our samples, the small effect size (r = .06) is not consistent with previous findings. This also 

holds true in Model 1, before introducing variables associated with conservative views on 

abortion. 

The fact that in three different samples we could not replicate the link between 

benevolent sexism and abortion might be explained by two aspects. The first possibility is 

sampling bias. It could be the case that our studies were somehow systematically biased toward 

subpopulations that may not show the sexism – abortion link detected in previous studies. A 

second possibility is outcome variables. To our knowledge, this is the first study to use a 

complex and reliable abortion scale comprised of 13 items with different situations and 

circumstances surrounding abortion (Hans & Kimberly, 2014). Unquestionably, psychometric 

properties of this scale should be explored more carefully before drawing any substantive 

conclusions. Yet, perhaps providing a more granular measurement to multi-layered, complex and 

controversial moral situations like abortion will show differences in the way other variables 

predict its variance. 

Abortion Attitudes as a Function of Sexual Morality and Sanctity of Life. 

As explained above, rationales that connect moral concerns about sexual activity and the 

inviolability of life under any circumstances make use of premises typically assumed as valid by 

political conservatives. For example, the link between sexual morality and abortion represents 

concerns that, once women are free from obligations related to pregnancy and motherhood, 

sexual promiscuity will follow. This connection seems to be supported by studies showing that 
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support for abortion is linked to sexual behaviors (Weeden, 2003) and not believing that abortion 

bans will reduce baseline levels of promiscuity (Pinsof, 2018). 

Our results show that moral concerns about sexual practices and about terminating life in 

contexts not related to abortion are better predictors of abortion attitudes than are attitudes 

toward gender equality, political ideology and personal religiosity. Previous research has shown 

that difference in abortion attitudes based on demographics and political orientation might be 

better explained by subjective or attitudinal variables, such as sexism or worldview (Emerson, 

1996; Prusaczyk & Hodson, 2018). For instance, Hodson and colleagues showed that left – right 

differences on abortion attitudes are better explained by sexism rather than by attribution of 

humanness to the unborn (Hodson & MacInnis, 2017; MacInnis et al., 2014). Similarly, our data 

seems to suggest that variation in sexism and gender attitudes, in turn, might be masking 

differences in relation to sexual morality and beliefs about sanctity of human life: the variance 

explained by the former is reduced after the introduction of the latter variables. 

These different constructs might be related to more fundamental moral dispositions. 

Haidt and Hersh (2001) found evidence linking higher support for the ‘ethics of autonomy’ with 

less restricted sexual morality. In the same vein, although religiosity and political conservatism 

have been usually associated with opposition to euthanasia (Alicja, 2018; Bulmer, Bӧhnke, & 

Lewis, 2017; Deak & Saroglou, 2015), multi-level model analyses of international data showed 

that support for euthanasia is more strongly associated to autonomy values rather than political or 

religious attitudes (Rudnev & Savelkaeva, 2018). Future research directly measuring moral 

views on autonomy and self-direction might provide a clearer explanation to these patterns. 

Implications regarding Political Diversity in Social Psychology 
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“The progress of mankind has only been rendered possible by the coexistence and conjoint 

operation of the conservative spirit and the progressive spirit.” (McDougall, 1915, p. 319) 

 

  An indirect objective in this paper was to provide an empirical example of that 

ideological blindspots can result in incomplete understanding of psychological phenomena. As in 

the case of archeologists hampered by the lack of feminist perspective described in the 

introduction, research questions inspired by normative views that challenge ideological 

assumptions can expand the field in unsuspected ways. More specifically, we showed that 

approaching abortion the way conservatives typically do offers a complement to the findings in 

the previous literature, increasing our understanding of the subject. 

 Rather than insisting on value-free narratives of scientific processes, scientists (and 

science) may benefit from a more honest and humbler view of the subtle but important ways that 

personal values insinuate themselves into the empirical enterprise. This can happen at multiple 

levels: selecting research questions more relevant to one perspective, testing hypotheses that 

foster a particular narrative, constructing scales and measurements that do not faithfully 

represent the view of another group, motivated skepticism towards scrutiny of ideologically 

unfriendly results, just to name a few.  

Relying on research questions and hypotheses influenced by ideologically-laden 

narratives is practically inevitable in the social sciences. Still, it is an epistemological liability 

that demands to be acknowledged and assessed and, when possible, counterbalanced 

(Alexandrova, 2016; Longino, 1990). This is likely what William MacDougall had in mind when 

extolling the virtue of the “coexistence and conjoint operation of the conservative spirit and the 

progressive spirit”.  
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PAPER 2: The Complexity of Perceiving Hate Speech: The Roles of Ideology and 

Targets 

Abstract 

 

Perceptions of what type of expressions should be considered ‘hate speech’ differ widely. A 

statement that merely criticizes a social group could be construed as hate speech. Conversely, an 

insult to a group can be downplayed as a joke or sarcasm. What underlies these construals? Is it 

an effect of the target of the statements? Or perhaps differences are driven by motivations tied to 

ideology? Or is it the ideological affinity between ideology of the perceiver and the ideological 

alignment of the target? In two studies across four samples from Chile and the United States (n = 

3,141), we experimentally tested these hypotheses by exposing participants to otherwise identical 

Facebook posts using ambiguous language, varying only the group targeted. We found evidence 

supporting all three hypotheses: a post is more likely to be considered hate speech when it targets 

a group ideologically aligned with the perceiver, when the perceiver is liberal and when the 

target is left-leaning (i.e., threatening status quo) or seen as a victim (i.e., minorities). 

Specifically, the results reveal a tendency for liberals to be more sensitive to the perceived 

victimhood of targets.  
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PAPER 2: The Complexity of Perceiving Hate Speech: The Roles of Ideology and Targets 

Introduction 

Consider this statement: “Someone has to teach black people a lesson!” Is this hate 

speech? Is the statement inciting violence against African Americans? On one hand, it does not 

express anything that could be seen unequivocally as hateful. There is no call to arms, no 

reference to physical violence or otherwise. On the other hand, it does seem to express animosity 

against a minority group. Perhaps ‘teaching a lesson’ is code for violent confrontation? For 

some, this statement might be considered a multivocal appeal, that is, incitement of violence 

hidden in plain sight (dog-whistle, see Albertson, 2015).  

The normative tension between free speech and hate speech is present in practically all 

Western democracies. The problem, of course, is that there are no uncontroversial standards to 

define what counts as hate speech or inciting to violence (Banks, 2010; Wright, 2017). 

Moreover, as the statement above illustrates, linguistic expressions that vaguely criticize a social 

group could be construed as either hate speech or not. In turn, offensive statements could be 

downplayed as innocuous – i.e., as sarcasm or a joke. Excepting for cases of evident offenses or 

provocations, categorizing messages as ‘hate speech’ involves subjective interpretation. In this 

paper, we intend to delineate some of the psychological processes involved in interpreting a 

given statement as hate speech or inciting to violence1. 

Political Tolerance  

 
1 In this article, we will use the umbrella term ‘hate speech’ to describe speech regarded as hateful, emotionally 

damaging, deprecative and / or inciting to violent behavior. For the empirical reasons supporting this choice, please 

see Supplemental Material, esp. pp. 12 – 13. 
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Psychological research on perceptions of speech as being hateful or dangerous is 

relatively recent. However, early research on political tolerance – considered as the willingness 

to allow political opponents to express publicly their views and hold public offices – provides a 

relevant antecedent to understand the psychological processes involved in judging speech as 

inadmissible (for a review, see Gibson, 2006; Sullivan & Transue, 1999). In this framework, one 

of the determinants of political intolerance is the perception of threat associated with the 

members of a politically relevant group. When political groups are construed as more powerful 

and their actions more consequential, people who oppose them are less likely to tolerate their 

public activity (Nelson et al., 1997). Moreover, internalization of democratic norms is relevant 

for political tolerance: as people endorse normative principles of democratic participation and 

inclusion, the less likely they are to prevent groups from publicly exposing their views. In 

particular, Sullivan and colleagues found a negative relationship between conservatism and 

support for democratic values (Sullivan et al., 1981). Finally, this line of research shows how 

personality differences in anxiety and threat sensitivity impacts the willingness to silence groups 

perceived as opposing one’s own values (Marcus et al., 2005).  

It should be noted, however, that this research tradition made extensive use of the ‘least 

liked group’ paradigm (Sullivan et al., 1979). The method consists in asking participants to read 

a list of political and social groups and to indicate which group they like the least (e.g., Antifas, 

Nazis). Participants are asked to name least liked groups with reference to various social 

activities, such as teaching in a public school, holding a rally in a public space, etc. This 

paradigm aims to capture a content-free version of (in)tolerance across political ideologies. 

However, it does not adjust for individual and group baseline levels of accepting groups 

participating in public debate – e.g., two participants might report the same animosity toward 
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their least-liked group but show enormous differences in tolerating other disliked groups. Also, it 

cannot offer a continuous approach to tolerance, since the least-liked-group is, by definition, an 

extreme (Brandt et al., 2014; see Gibson, 1992 for a review). 

More recent studies in political tolerance have attempted to assess measurements of 

political tolerance in the contrast between liked and disliked groups, establishing a robust effect 

of worldview opposition as the main driver of intolerance (Brandt et al., 2014). Based on a 

motivated reasoning framework, the Ideological-Conflict Hypothesis suggests that prejudice and 

political intolerance are mainly driven by the degree people feel their values are threatened by 

the positions defended by the opposite side. It follows from this hypothesis that the effects of 

opposing worldviews are, at least in principle, are independent from ideological content (Brandt 

et al., 2014). 

A great deal of research bolsters this approach. Kahan and colleagues exposed 

participants to a video of a protest, that was described either as pro-life protest outside an 

abortion facility or as an LGBT protest against bans on sexual minorities joining the army 

outside a military recruitment center. Participants higher in values supporting hierarchy and 

community were more likely to describe the scene as more violent and dangerous in the 

recruitment center version, and less violent in the abortion facility condition, whereas 

participants holding more egalitarian and individualistic views showed the exact opposite pattern 

(Kahan et al., 2002). Crawford and Pilanski found that people’s willingness to allow a political 

group to organize, and express their views or publicly demonstrate is mainly determined by the 

ideological affinity between then target group and the perceiver, rather than the perceiver’s or the 

target’s ideology (Crawford & Pilanski, 2014). Further studies showed an association between 

intolerance against political groups and types of perceived threat. Intolerance of left-wing groups 
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was driven by perceptions of safety threats, while right-wing groups were less tolerated as they 

were perceived as posing symbolic threats (Crawford & Pilanski, 2014). Moreover, openness to 

experience, a personality-trait supposedly associated with liberal views and greater tolerance, 

does predict tolerance, but only for groups deemed as unconventional (Brandt et al., 2015). 

Moreover, an analysis of real-life Supreme Court rulings on freedom of speech cases showed 

that Justices tended to slightly favor the party closer to their political views (Epstein et al., 2013). 

In all, research based on the ideological conflict hypothesis presents compelling evidence that 

willingness to accept the expression of opposing political views does not depend on the political 

color, rather on the degree of ideological affinity. This tendency is consistent with research about 

phenomena of selective exposure and selective avoidance in relation to other people and 

informational sources (Collins et al., 2017; Frimer et al., 2017; Rodriguez et al., 2017).  

Freedom of Speech and Hate Speech 

When researchers have directly addressed the question of freedom of speech and hate 

speech perceptions, studies have shown mixed results.  

Hate speech and expression of prejudice. Lindner and Nosek found that ideological 

affinity with a controversial message predicts the willingness to protect free speech, whereas left-

wing participants were less willing to prohibit speech based on the group being targeted (Lindner 

& Nosek, 2009; for a debate on the interpretation of the findings, see Crawford et al., 2014; 

Crawford & Pilanski, 2012;  Nosek & Lindner, 2014).  The need to protect freedom of speech, 

however, is also associated with the expression of prejudiced opinions: people holding anti-black 

prejudices were more likely to support free speech after reading a vignette about an employee 

being fired because of posting anti-black comments (White & Crandall, 2017). Further studies 

showed that expressive threat – concerns about the inability of expressing one’s opinion – rather 
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than ego threats mediated the relationship between prejudice and free speech. Roussos and 

Dovidio found consistent results: people’s prejudices against Black and LGBT people were 

found to predict support for free speech and construing offenses as protected by the 1st 

amendment, instead of hate crimes. (Roussos & Dovidio, 2018b, 2018a, 2019) 

Hate speech and ideology. Unlike prejudice, that seems to have a straight-forward linear 

effect for protecting speech that target minorities, research on ideological orientation and support 

for freedom of speech reveal a more complex landscape. Crawford showed differential effects of 

right-wing authoritarianism (RWA; Altemeyer, 1988) and social dominance orientation (SDO; 

Pratto et al., 1994) on political intolerance. When groups are described as threatening social 

cohesion and norms (i.e., immigrants), authoritarians show greater opposition, but when groups 

are seen as threatening hierarchy (i.e., African-Americans), both respondents high in SDO and 

RWA were not willing to allow them participate in the political arena (Crawford & Pilanski, 

2014b). Another study with a similar approach, however, yielded noticeable different results: 

while RWA involved a greater willingness to punish and censor opposite groups, higher SDO 

was associated with higher support for freedom of speech (Bilewicz et al., 2017)..  Moreover, 

willingness to censor disliked groups and even to validate antisocial behavior toward them was 

associated with greater ideological extremism, describing a U-shape curve in relation to a left-

right political orientation axis (van Prooijen & Krouwel, 2016).  

A theoretical proposal 

The research reviewed above presents a relatively unarticulated landscape of findings 

regarding the question of the psychological processes underlying protection of free speech, or 

conversely, condemnation of hate speech. We propose a three-part theoretical framework to 
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properly understand the elements involved in hate speech judgments and their potential 

relationships with each other. 

Considering a speech act as hate speech, as inciting to violence or simply as an utterance 

unacceptable in a democracy, is always perceived by someone. Are these judgments driven by 

specific attitudes, or more specifically, a set of ideological beliefs? Individuals may differ in their 

attitudes toward what sort of messaging counts as valid in a democratic dialogue. What 

individuals hold as right would be what could explain variation in hate speech judgments. From 

this subjective perspective, it could be hypothesized that leaning right is, at least theoretically, 

linked to greater tolerance and free speech protection. Conversely, left-leaning individuals would 

be more likely to deem potentially offensive speech as hate speech. This view, however, is not 

consistent with prior research on liberals being more open-minded and tolerant than 

conservatives (RF). Empirical work is needed to determine the direction of this relationship. In 

any case, we call the subjective effect in interpreting remarks as hate speech as the ideology 

hypothesis. Findings based on protection of hate speech as a proxy for expressing prejudice and 

response to expressive threat are examples of this category (Roussos & Dovidio, 2018a; White & 

Crandall, 2017). 

On the other hand, judgments of hate speech could be related to specifically objective 

factors – that is pertaining to the object of the judgment, rather than its subject. Among these we 

can count the nature of the message, the group or individuals being threatened, or the external 

conditions of the speech act. Do the objective features of the message drive people to consider 

them hate speech? It seems that this is what lay people and policy-makers alike have in mind 

when drafting hate speech regulations: being hateful, threatening or inciting to violence is an 

attribute of the object, that is, the speech act, and not of the perceiver. We call this the content 
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hypothesis. Studies underscoring the perceived threat posed by the groups targeted show how 

political tolerance can be studied from this objective perspective (Sullivan et al., 1979). 

Finally, perceptions of speech being hateful might be an emergent phenomenon that 

appears when ideological leanings of the perceiver and the group targeted are aligned. Is the 

target-perceiver ideological affinity what explains judgments of speech being hateful? This 

interactive approach, based on the person × stimulus relationship, would help us understand the 

variation of judging speech as hateful.  People, then, would consider a judgment hate speech only 

when its content is contrary to their prior attitudes, e.g., potentially threatening a group with 

which they identify ideologically. Yet, the same speech act might not trigger the same reaction 

when it is consistent with their prior attitudes, e.g., potentially targeting an individual or group 

they consider as part of the ideological outgroup. We call this the motivated judgment hypothesis. 

Studies based on the ideological-conflict hypothesis focus on this interactive dimension of the 

phenomenon (Brandt et al., 2014). 

Our Studies 

In this paper, we aim to explore some of the elements pertaining to this theoretical 

framework as well as overcoming some of the limitations we find in prior research. More 

specifically, we will test the ideology, content and motivated judgment hypotheses in relation to 

how people perceive speech as hateful. Subjective conditions – i.e., perceivers’ ideology – will 

be measured and objective conditions will be manipulated, in order to study the three hypothesis 

and their relative weight in the phenomenon. With this objective, we introduce a novel 

methodology in which previously piloted ambiguous phrasings are directed towards different 

target groups, equally distributed along the political continuum. All other variables held constant, 
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our design helps us see whether and how the perception of hate speech is driven by the group 

targeted, by the individual’s ideology or the interaction among both.  

In general terms, we expect support for the motivated judgment hypothesis, that is an 

interactive effect of ideological affinity (Brandt et al., 2014). When liberals read a message 

ambiguously targeting a group identified with the left, we expect them to express stronger 

judgments than conservatives that the message is hate speech, incites violence, and needs to be 

censored. Similarly, we expect a symmetrical effect for conservatives reading messages targeting 

groups associated with traditional values. Additionally, we expect a subjective effect of ideology. 

According to the ideology hypothesis, we predict that low SDO participants will be more likely 

to see the posts as hate speech than high SDO participants (White & Crandall, 2017). 

The prior research on perceptions of hate speech shows some methodological limitations. 

First, most of samples are American MTurk workers, which does not necessarily involve invalid 

results, but the external validity of the findings could be questioned. Second, samples sizes are 

reportedly small suggesting that the studies may not have enough power to support the claimed 

effects. Except from one study (Bilewicz et al., 2017), no sample had more than 300 participants, 

which requires further analyses to consolidate the findings. Also, the experimental studies 

reviewed relied mostly on vignettes of “someone posting an anti-Black comment” or potentially 

engaging in public debate. Yet, no study has used actual messages to discuss hate speech, that is, 

the discourse that is being qualified as tolerated or not. Finally, in most of the studies, groups 

targeted by hate speech are those usually identified with ethnical or sexual minorities, making 

more difficult to disentangle the subjective and interactive dimensions of the phenomenon. 

We tested these hypotheses in four pre-registered studies, addressing these limitations. 

First, we used samples from the US and Chile, offering a higher external validity of the findings. 
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The Chilean political system, built on the foundations of a liberal democracy similar to the US, is 

currently undergoing a strong process of political polarization (Fábrega et al., 2018). In contrast, 

the cultural and historical differences between the two countries provide an interesting point of 

comparison to explore whether differences in judgments of hate speech are purely local or rooted 

in more basic psychological processes.  

Second, we improved the methodology in multiple ways. Sample sizes were computed 

before conducting the studies, assuring that our studies will be sufficiently powered. 

Additionally, we introduce a novel method of manipulating the actual messages being shown: 

participants were presented with ostensibly genuine Facebook statuses targeting a social group 

using ambiguous language (see Figure 1.1). Finally, we include target groups from all over the 

political spectrum.  

Study 1 

In a pre-registered study (https://osf.io/tewbr), we asked participants to evaluate an online 

message targeting one of four groups, varying the ideological alignment of groups. According to 

our general hypothesis, we expected a motivated judgment effect, that would be reflected in an 

interaction between ideology of the perceiver and the ideology of the target groups: people would 

be more likely to consider the message as hate speech when it targeted a group aligned with their 

ideology. We do not predict differences by participant nationality. 

Methods 

Participants.  

Sample size and power analyses. A previous pilot study (n = 1,733) revealed mostly 

small effect sizes of ideological affinity on hate speech perception, ranging from η2 = .019 to η2 

= .085, which approaches other effect sizes found in the literature (η2 = .02 in White & Crandall, 
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2017). A power analysis for a 2 x 2 ANOVA model yielded a sample size of 610 to obtain 

effects as small as η2 = .019. We collected data from 614 American MTurk workers (Female = 

47.41%; MAGE = 36.66, SDAGE = 11.34; White = 75.89%). The Chilean data was collected 

through the panel services of a survey company (datavoz.cl) as part of a periodic opinion poll. 

We analyzed valid data from 656 adults living in Chilean territory (Female = 46.34, Age 

(median)= 35 – 44 years old). 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Samples of stimuli used in Study 1 

US stimuli       Chile stimuli   

 

Table 2.1 Targets Study 1 - Criteria based on Crawford, Mallinas, & Furman, 2015.  

 USA Sample  Chile Sample 

 Tradition Hierarchy  Tradition Hierarchy 

Reinforcing 
Religious Right 

Activists 

Trump 

Supporters 
 Religious Groups 

Forestry Companies 

and Law Enforcement 

 
   

(Grupos Religiosos) 
(Forestales y  

fuerza pública) 

      

Threatening LGBT Activists 
Social Justice 

Warriors 

 
LGBT Activists 

Members of Mapuche 

Communities 

 

   (Activistas de 

Minorías Sexuales; 

LGBT) 

(Comuneros 

Mapuche) 
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Stimuli. Participants were exposed to one of four ostensibly genuine Facebook status 

posts, by a male user with no profile picture. Stimuli were generated online with a recreational 

website (PrankMeNot.com).  Based on previous research (Crawford, Mallinas, & Furman, 2015), 

we created messages targeting groups that either reinforce or threaten social dimensions of 

tradition or hierarchy (see Table 2.1). Previously piloted ambiguous phrasings were used in each 

message. Phrasings and targets were counterbalanced across conditions. Due to a programming 

error, Chilean participants saw all four stimuli, yet order of the stimuli was counterbalanced 

across targets and did not affect the results. 

Measures.  

Social Dominance Orientation (SDO). We decided to use SDO as the ideological 

measure based on three reasons. First, because prior research shows that different levels of SDO 

relate to higher variance in tolerating hate speech (Bilewicz et al., 2017; Crawford & Pilanski, 

2014b). Second, using SDO allow us to make valid ideological comparisons across countries, 

since it does not rely on country-dependent and contingent political categories – i.e., left/right; 

liberal/conservative – but on attitudes toward society and hierarchy. Prior research suggests that 

SDO shows cross-cultural invariance (Sidanius et al., 1994). Finally, the SDO scale has been 

adapted and validated for the Chilean population (Cárdenas et al., 2010), offering a sound 

psychometric alternative for measurement of ideology. 

In the US sample, SDO was measured with a 8-item version of the Social Dominance 

Orientation inventory (Ho et al., 2015; Pratto, Sidanius, Stallworth, & Malle, 1994; α = .92). 

Chilean participants completed the Spanish adaptation of the 18-item original inventory, 

validated for Chilean samples (Cárdenas, Meza, Lagues, & Yáñez, 2010; α = .84).  
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Perception of Hate Speech. We generated a series of items to capture a speech as hateful 

and potentially dangerous (e.g., “These statements are an incitement to violence”; “People could 

be attacked as a result of this message”; “This post should be qualified as hate speech.”; 

“Facebook should block this user”; see Supplemental Material pp.12 – 14 for a detailed 

description of scale construction and translation). Both versions of the scale showed high 

reliability (αENG = .92; αSPA = .96).  

 Demographics. Sex, age, ethnicity and subjective socioeconomic status were asked at the 

end of the US version of the study; the Chilean version had measures of sex, age and educational 

level. 

Procedure. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four Facebook posts (all 

four of them in the Chile version) that targeted groups that threaten (reinforce) hierarchy 

(tradition) and were asked to complete the speech rejection items regarding that specific post, the  

Table 2.2 Means and Regression summary tables - Study 1 

 Sample Means  Summary Regression Coefficients 

  Ideology        

Target group Low SDO   High SDO Predictors b β 95% CI t p 

US Sample (n = 616)     
 

     

 Threatening statu quo 4.65  3.90  (Intercept) 3.53 .13 -.04 – .31 10.34 <.001 

 Reinforcing statu quo 4.16  4.31  Ideology .09 .07 -.05 – .18 1.14 .254 

      Target  1.19 .04 -.12 – .19 4.41 <.001 

      Ideology × Target -.48 -.37 -.53 – -.22 -4.70 <.001 

            

Chile Sample (n = 656)   
 

     

  Low SDO  High SDO  (Intercept) 4.12 -.18 -.49 – .12 -16.25 <.001 

 Threatening statu quo 4.74  4.13  Ideology -.06 -.04 -.11 – .03 -1.15 .249 

 Reinforcing statu quo 4.11  4.06  Target  1.07 .24 .19 – .28 12.75 <.001 

          Ideology × Target -.32 -.22 -.27 – -.17 -9.4   <.001 

Note: Perception of Hate Speech was regressed on the variables of interests, the interaction and demographic variables (see Tables S2.2-S2.3 

for complete tables).  Ideology was introduced as a continuous variable (SDO). Values for the Target variable: 0 = groups reinforcing statu 

quo; 1 = groups threatening statu quo 
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brief SDO measure and demographics. Finally, participants were thanked are debriefed about the 

nature of the study and the stimuli.  

 

Results 

 Figure 2.2 reveals how people differ in the way they interpret the same messages: while 

conservatives and liberals have similar scores when the posts are targeting statu quo reinforcing 

groups (e.g., religious activists), they differ widely when the Facebook status is directed toward 

statu quo threatening groups (e.g., LGBT activists). The pattern is similar across the two 

samples, suggesting that liberals are more likely to denounce these expressions as hate speech, 

but only when it is directed to groups they agree with.  Regression analyses confirm this finding, 

showing a significant interaction between ideology of the participant and target ideology (see 

Table 2.2). Simple effects analyses reveal that this group is the only one significantly different 

Figure 2.2 Interaction plots for both samples (Study 1) 
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from the other three, both for the US (Welch’s t(281.4) = 3.65, p <.001) and the Chile samples 

(Welch’s t(1317.4) = 10.16, p <.001). This offers support for the motivated judgment hypothesis. 

The regression, however, also reveal an effect of the target: across ideologies, posts directed at 

left-leaning groups are more likely to be evaluated as hate speech, providing support for the 

content hypothesis. These results hold after controlling for demographics for both samples. 

Discussion  

 In this pre-registered study, we explored the role of motivated reasoning and ideology in 

the way people perceive online messages as constituting hate speech. Samples from the US and 

Chile showed mostly similar results. In both samples, people were more likely to judge posts as 

hate speech when they targeted left-leaning groups– i.e., statu quo threatening– in comparison to 

right-leaning groups. This shows an unexpected objective effect of the posts, supporting the 

content hypothesis, while the ideology hypothesis received no support in either sample. This 

suggests that is the group targeted what makes people gravitate into considering a speech act as 

hate speech, regardless of the ideology of the participant. 

 Moreover, data from both samples supported the motivated judgment hypothesis: most 

participants show a tendency to be more likely to interpret the messages as hate speech when it is 

directed to group close to their values than toward a group that opposes their values. But the data 

shows a clear asymmetric pattern: liberals are more likely than conservatives to consider hate 

speech the expressions that attack groups that align with their views. Holding constant the 

phrasings, the change in the group targeted affects disproportionally more liberals than 

conservatives. This asymmetry may confirm the existence of an ideological effect or a 

differential motivated judgment, particularly seen in liberals but not in conservatives.  
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Taken together, these results suggest that the hate speech judgments rely partially on 

content-free cognitive mechanisms, as much of the literature on motivated reasoning seems to 

suggest (cf. Ditto et al., 2019). Yet, we notice that part of the variation is associated to specific 

ideological attitudes, with liberals showing a greater engagement in denouncing hate speech than 

conservatives when the subpopulation targeted is aligned with left-leaning societal views. 

Moreover, the fact that a similar pattern is found across the two countries, with different cultures, 

languages and political traditions, offers initial findings supporting that these processes are not 

culture-dependent. Study 1 suggests that labeling threatening messages as hate speech might be 

related to more basic individual differences underpinning to ideological leanings (Jost, Federico, 

& Napier, 2009).  

It is intriguing, however, to consider the objective effect of targets. In both countries, 

expressions targeting left-leaning groups triggered stronger resistance than those directed to 

right-wing groups. To further explore this aspect, we considered the nature of the target groups 

used in the stimuli, as can be visualized in Figure 2.3.  

We noticed that the posts that showed higher rejection were those targeting ‘LGBT 

activists’, which in the Chilean sample, did not differ from the Mapuche – native Chilean 

minorities. In contrast, posts attacking ‘Social Justice Warriors’ did not produce the same 

rejection from low SDO participants. It is suggestive that participants holding more egalitarian 

views were more motivated to label the posts as hate speech when the targets might be seen as 

more vulnerable, such as sexual and ethnic minorities. Prior research has shown how liberals 

show more concern for harm violations (Graham et al., 2009), show higher empathy (Waytz et 

al., 2016)  and show greater concern for victimized groups (Clark & Winegard, 2020). The 
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objective effect of the messages against left-wing groups might be then explained by the victim-

like nature of the groups. We hypothesize, then, that the differences in the objective effects could 

be decomposed in the effect driven by ideological affinity and the effect of victimhood. 

Study 2 

To examine the role of perceived victimhood, we conducted a pilot study asking 

participants to rate how much they considered groups to be victims. Then, we pre-registered and 

conducted a new version of Study 1, but now using groups that were considered higher and 

Figure 2.3 Visualization of hate speech labeling, by ideological targets 
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lower in victimhood by each side of the ideological spectrum (OSF pre-registration 

https://osf.io/y4dpe). 

Pre-Study 

To determine the degree to which various groups are perceived as victims, we generated 

a list of 40 politically relevant groups for each country. Participants rated agreement to the 

statement “this group is victimized” for 10 random groups. After dividing the sample by 

ideology, we selected one group highly perceived as victim and a group mildly perceived as 

victims. The final four groups selected for each design are detailed in Table 2.3 (see detailed 

description of methods and results of the ratings in Supplemental Materials, pp. 17 – 19). 

Methods 

Participants. Power analyses in G*Power revealed showed that to get an effect of η2 = 

.02, at error probabilities α = .05 and (1-β) = .95 in an ANOVA design (main effects, 

interactions), with 8 groups (2 victimhood conditions, 2 ideological affinity, 2 ideological 

levels), we needed a minimum sample of 640 participants. Valid data were collected from 1,223 

MTurk workers (Female = 47.51%, MAGE = 21.42, SDAGE = 12.87, White = 76.21%,) and 648 

Chilean adults as part of a Datavoz survey (Female = 46.98%, MAGE = 36.80, SDAGE = 12.87). 

Table 2.3 Targets selected for Study 2 based on pre-study victimhood ratings. 

 USA Sample  Chile Sample 

Perception of group as victim 
Low  High  Low  High 

        

For Conservatives 
Blue Collar 

Workers 
 Gun Owners 

 Corporate 

Executives  Police Officers 
 (Grandes empresarios)  (Carabineros) 

 

For Liberals Journalists  LGBT 

People 
 

Homeless People 
(Personas en 

situación de calle) 

 

Relatives of 

Dissappeared Prisoners 

(Familiares de Detenidos 

Desaparecidos) 
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Sensitivity analyses showed that with this sample size, effects as small as η2
P = .019 could be 

detected, at the same error probability as the prior studies.  

Materials and Procedure. 

Stimuli. Based on pre-study ratings, we generated two sets of four new Facebook posts 

targeting groups that were perceived as victims by high and low SDO participants. 

Measures. Participants completed identical measures to the previous studies. For each 

post, they rated eight statements about perceiving the message as hate speech. Both versions 

showed high reliability (αENG = .94; αSPA = .91). Participants also completed the SDO scale and 

demographics. 

Results  

Table 2.4  Means and Regression summary tables - Study 2 

 Sample Means  Summary Regression Coefficients 

  Ideology        

Target ideology Low SDO   High SDO Predictors b β 95% CI t p 

US Sample (n = 1223)     
 

     

 Right-wing     (Intercept) 6.39 .63 .49 – .77 8.93 <.001 

 Mild Victimhood 4.32  3.87  Target -2.8 -.69 -.84 – -.55 -9.35 <.001 

 High Victimhood 3.58  3.84  Ideology -.54 -.44 -.54 – -.35 -8.87 <.001 

      Target × Ideology .69 .57 .42 – .71 7.66 <.001 

 Left-wing     Victimhood  -1.14 -.47 -.62 – -.33 -6.46 <.001 

 Mild Victimhood 4.45  3.59  Target × Victimhood  2.50 .71 .51 – .92 6.83 <.001 

 High Victimhood 5.28  4.18  Ideology × Victimhood  .16 .13 -.01 – .27 1.87 .062 

      Target × Ideology × Victimhood -.56 -.46 -.66 – -.25 -4.37 <.001 

Chile Sample (n = 648)   
 

     
Target ideology Low SDO  High SDO  Predictors b β 95% CI t p 

 Right-wing     (Intercept) 7.31 .82 .46 – 1.19 4.39 <.001 

 Mild Victimhood 3.57  3.84  Target -1.19 -.32 -.46 – -.18 -4.41   .027 

 High Victimhood 4.60  4.19  Ideology -.62 -.26 -.36 – -.16 -4.97 <.001 

      Target × Ideology .24 .10 -.04 – .25 1.39 .164 

 Left-wing     Victimhood  -2.62 -.52 -.66 – -.37 -7.08 <.001 

 Mild Victimhood 4.08  4.14  Target × Victimhood  .49 .02 -.18 – .22 .20 .511 

 High Victimhood 5.17  4.51  Ideology × Victimhood  .62 .26 .12 – .41 3.60 <.001 

          Target × Ideology × Victimhood -.15 -.07 -.27 – .14 -.63 .529 

Note: Perception of Hate Speech was regressed on the variables of interests, the interaction and demographic variables (see Tables S2.5-2.6 for 

complete tables).  Ideology was introduced as a continuous variable (SDO).  Values for the Target variable: 0 = left-wing groups; 1 = right-wing 

groups; Victimhood: 0 = groups highly perceived as victims; 1= groups mildly perceived as victims. 
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In this study we expected to replicate the results of Study 1 and to further explore a 

potential moderator effect of the perceived victimhood of the targeted groups. Table 2.4 shows 

the means for the two conditions, broken down by participant’s ideology and victimhood 

appraisal as well as the regression coefficients for the variables of interest (complete report of the 

models of regression for both samples are available in Supplemental Material, Tables S2.6-2.7).  

 Main Effects. Consistent with the content hypothesis, we observe a main effect of the 

ideological orientation of the targets in both samples: posts targeting groups identified as victims 

Figure 2.4 Results Study 2 
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by left-leaning participants were in general more likely to be seen as hate speech than their 

counterparts. Also, from the subjective perspective, and in contrast with the findings of with 

Study 1, liberal participants in both samples were more likely to consider the posts as hate 

speech (ideology hypothesis). Finally, both samples showed an objective effect of victimhood 

alone: messages referencing groups highly perceived as victims were more likely to be qualified 

as hate speech, regardless of their ideological leaning.  

Interaction analyses. By increasing the complexity of our design, four potential 

interactions need to be explored. First, as in Study 1, we analyze the interactive effect of affinity: 

whether the ideology of group targeted has a different effect depending on participants’ ideology 

(motivated judgment hypothesis). Second, we analyze a potential interaction between 

participants’ ideology and the objective effect of perceived victimhood: do differences in 

victimhood affect all participants alike, or does it have a differential effect by ideology? Third, 

we explore whether the objective feature of the groups affect each other: does the objective 

victimhood effect vary by the group ideology? Finally, we test the three-way interaction between 

subjective effects (participant ideology) and the objective effects (group ideology and perceived 

group victimhood). To better visualize the interactions, we plotted the perception of hate speech 

means across targets, dividing the samples by ideology (see Figure 2.4A-B), and again by targets 

mildly and highly perceived as victims (Figure 2.4C-D). 

Target × ideology interactive effect: The interactive effect of target and participant 

ideology – the motivated reasoning effect we found in Study 1 – was only significant for the US 

sample, predominantly by the judgments of liberals exposed to stimuli targeting liberal groups. 

This can be seen in the angle described by the lines in Figure 2.4A, replicating to the plots from 

Study 1. Data suggests showed no interactions in the Chilean sample, since the lines in Figure 
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2.4B are practically parallel, showing no intersection. However, simple effects analyses reveal 

that liberals evaluating messages targeting left-leaning groups score higher than the rest of the 

samples, both in the US (Welch’s t(512.4) = 9.51, p <.001) and in the Chile samples (Welch’s t(620.2) 

= 5.36, p <.001). This provides support for the motivated judgment hypothesis, according to 

which people is more willing to censor speech when it is targeting like-minded groups. This 

interactive effect, however, is not symmetrical: in comparison to conservatives, liberals judging 

as hate speech mostly those messages targeting liberal targets.   

Victimhood × ideology interactive effect. Does subjective ideology influence the way 

victimhood impacts hate speech judgments? In the Chilean sample, the relationship between 

participant ideology and victimhood appraisal showed a significant effect, and marginal 

significance for the US sample. In other words, conservative participants did not seem to be 

affected by victimhood of the groups being targeted, while for liberals the difference motivated 

stronger rejection of those posts, regardless of the ideological orientation of the targets. 

Interaction between objective effects. The relationship between objective effects – i.e., 

target ideology and perceived victimhood – was significant only for the US sample: when 

targeted groups are both left-leaning and highly perceived as victims, they elicit higher rejection 

in all participants. The Chilean sample showed no interaction of the two objective effects, as 

shown in the similar slopes in Figure 2.4D. 

Three-way interaction. Finally, we tested the three-way interaction between the 

perceived victimhood of groups, their ideological leanings and the participants ideology. The 

interaction term was significant only in the US sample, suggesting that the pattern of interactions 

– i.e. different slopes in the interaction plots – are significantly different across the two levels of 

victimhood studied (see Figure 2.4C). For US liberal participants, - and not for conservatives – 
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messages targeting highly victimized left-leaning groups are seen are more likely to be 

considered hate speech than right-leaning groups; when perceived victimhood is mild, we see no 

difference between the ideology of targets. Conservatives, in contrast, show similar levels of 

judgments of hate speech for all targets alike. 

In the Chilean sample, in contrast, the three-way interaction is not significant. This 

suggests that liberals are more sensitive to victimhood in general, despite the ideological 

alignment of the targets, while Chilean conservatives do not vary their hate speech judgments 

based on target victimhood.  

Discussion 

Study 2 partially replicated results of Study 1 and helped us understand the role of 

victimhood appraisal in perceiving messages as hate speech. Many effects were found in both 

samples. As in Study 1, all participants tended to consider a message as hate speech when it aims 

at a left-leaning rather than a right-leaning group, providing support for the content hypothesis 

(objective effect of target ideology). In contrast to Study 2, however, subjective ideology 

influences the judgment of hate speech: liberals are more likely to perceive ambiguous messages 

as hate speech than conservatives. Also, both samples showed that messages directed at groups 

seen as victims elicit a stronger rejection. Moreover, this objective effect of victimhood varies by 

subjective ideology: liberals are more prone to see posts as hate speech when the target is highly 

considered as victimized.  

Some effects showed differences across samples. Only the US sample showed an 

identical replication of our prior results of the interactive effect of target’s and perceiver’s 

ideology, which was driven by the groups highly seen as victims. On the other hand, for Chilean 

participants, posts directed to left-leaning groups were equally considered as hate speech by 
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liberals and conservatives. Unlike the US sample, the Chile sample failed to replicate the 

motivated judgment effect we found in Study 1. Also, for Chileans the victimhood level did not 

interact with target ideology, meaning that the differences between left-leaning and right-leaning 

targets were equivalent across of the perceived victimhood levels. 

General Discussion 

Hate speech accusations vary greatly across groups being targeted and different judges. It 

involves objective factors, subjective factors and the interaction between them – i.e., ideological 

affinity. In two studies across four samples, we provide an initial approach to studying these 

factors. Our findings support the idea that part of all three type of factors are involved in 

explaining the variation in judgments of hate speech. Study 1 showed the role of objective 

factors: a message is seen as hate speech based on the group being targeted, all things held equal. 

Specifically, posts targeting groups historically associated with the left are more likely to be 

consider hate speech. The study also revealed an interactive effect of ideological affinity: people 

tend to judge hate speech those messages that target like-minded groups. In Study 2, we explored 

another objective dimension: perceived victimhood of the targeted groups. Our findings show 

that victimhood appraisal influences the degree to which messages are seen as hate speech, by 

interpreting the same message as more hateful when it is directed towards a group considered as 

victims. Finally, we also found a subjective effect of influence: liberals are more likely to 

interpret messages as hate speech, and the effect of victimhood on them is higher than that of 

conservatives. More interestingly, the ideological affinity effect diminishes or disappears after 

introducing perceived victimhood in the equation. 

Who is being targeted: the content hypothesis 
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These studies bolster the content hypothesis, namely the existence of objective features in 

messages that drive hate speech judgments, regardless of who is making the judgment. We found 

that, for some reason, messages targeting left-leaning groups are more likely to be considered as 

hate speech. Is it the case that these groups (e.g., ethnic, sexual minorities) are seen as victims? 

Posts targeting them could then elicit an empathic response that would motivate people to hate 

speech accusations. Our studies offer some initial support for this hypothesis, since the effect of 

victimhood explains part of the variance in hate speech judgments: introducing a group highly 

considered as a victim has an impact in people’s judgments of hate speech. Moreover, and 

consistent with the literature of psychological features of liberalism, we found that liberals are 

more sensitive to victimhood, that is, are more specifically attuned to denounce as hate speech 

those expressions that target victims, even in the case that those victims are not ideologically 

aligned with their views (e.g., Police Officers, in the Chilean version). Notwithstanding, 

victimhood does not exhaust the content hypothesis, since we still find that hate speech 

judgments are more likely in messages targeting left-leaning groups, regardless of how 

victimized they are perceived to be. 

Who is making the judgment about what: the ideology and motivated judgment hypotheses  

These findings are consistent with previous research in two different dimensions. In 

terms of the ideology hypothesis, prior research has shown a preference by liberals to consider 

hate speech as unacceptable, whereas conservatives would use freedom of speech arguments to 

mask their expression of prejudice (Bilewicz et al., 2017). Based on our findings, it could be 

argued that the differences between acceptability of expressions dealing with ethnic or sexual 

minorities is more closely related to victimhood appraisal. As liberals show more sensitivity to 

harm and a preference for disadvantaged groups, freedom of speech is believed to be 
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subordinated to the potential harm these speech acts may cause. Although the effect of 

victimhood seems to influence liberals more strongly than conservatives, the studies here 

presented reveal that conservatives are, to some level, sensitive to victimhood when judging a 

statement as hate speech. Further research could explore more specifically the role of victimhood 

by experimentally manipulating victimhood levels, as well as controlling for the actual 

perception of victimhood participants have of a given group targeted. 

On the other hand, our findings are partially consistent with the ideological conflict 

hypothesis (Brandt et al., 2014). The studies here presented reveal a tendency to disqualify 

speech acts targeting like-minded groups. However, these effects seem to find a boundary 

condition when introducing victimhood appraisal, as we see in Study 2. Although further studies 

are needed to determine whether victimhood is the mechanism underlying ideological 

differences in hate speech judgments and tolerance, our studies seem to suggest that direction.  

 

Limitations and potential extensions 

This study has multiple limitations. The limited range of groups and phrasings cannot 

represent the wide spectrum of speech acts that can be considered as being hateful in the real 

world. Moreover, in none of the studies we manipulated nor measured victimhood perceptions at 

the participant level. Claims of victimhood as causing judgments of hate speech cannot be 

warranted based on this evidence. To clarify the potential contents effects of victimhood and 

subjective ideological effects, it is necessary to conduct more detailed research on how people 

perceive groups as victims, how much they consider them as aligned with their views and how 

vulnerable they are. Having a more fine-grained catalogue of group perceptions will help to 

design studies that could tackle these questions more adequately. 
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Additionally, our stimuli were presented in a vacuum, without providing context. 

Judgments that could potentially be considered as hate speech occur in concrete social, cultural 

and political contexts. Although this experimental approach has proven fruitful useful for 

internal validity, it threatens the ecological validity of the studies. 

Finally, although we extended our methods to non-American samples, research is needed 

using samples from more different political cultures, where the link between left-leaning 

ideology and hate speech accusations might be different that in these two countries (e.g., post-

Soviet democracies, left-wing authoritarian regimes, etc.). None of the samples are probabilistic 

nor representative of their respective populations, therefore, despite our demographic controls, 

the external validity of our claims is limited. Further research using more representative samples 

is needed to detect whether politically-relevant demographic variables, such as age, income, 

education or ethnicity, interact with the findings presented here. 

Conclusion 

When is a public statement an expression of hate or an incitement to violence? There is 

no straightforward answer to this question. In this study, we offer some initial insights into the 

nature of the processes that might be underlying judgments of hate speech. It is clear that is not 

dependent only on the nature of the messages, since the same phrasing can be considered hateful 

when targeting one group but not when targeting another. Similarly, people’s ideological 

leanings determine what should be count as hate speech, and specifically the degree of support of 

egalitarian and left-leaning political ideals. The fact, however, that perceptions of messages as 

hate speech seem to be more common when it is directed towards groups that are considered 

victims, regardless of their ideology, seems to offer some common ground to address this 

problem in a wider context. 
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PAPER 3: Morbid Polarization:  

Exposure to COVID-19 and Partisan Disagreement about Pandemic Response 

 

 

 

Abstract 

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected the lives of all Americans, but the severity of the 

pandemic has been experienced unevenly across space and time. Some states saw sharp rises in 

COVID-19 cases in early March, whereas case counts rose much later in the rest of the country. 

In this article, we examine the relationship between exposure to COVID-19 and citizens’ views 

on what type of measures are required to deal with the crises, and how experience with and 

exposure to COVID-19 is associated with greater partisan polarization. We find consistent 

evidence of partisan divergence in pandemic response policy preferences across the first six 

months of the COVID-19 pandemic: Republicans support national control measures whereas 

Democrats support welfare policies, and interparty differences grow over time. We find only 

limited evidence that exposure or experience moderates these partisan differences. Our findings 

are consistent with the view that Americans’ interpret the COVID-19 pandemic in fundamentally 

partisan manner, and that objective pandemic conditions play at most a minor role in shaping 

mass preferences. 
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PAPER 3: Morbid Polarization: Exposure to COVID-19 and Partisan Disagreement 

about Pandemic Response 

 

Introduction 

The COVID-19 pandemic hit the United States at a moment of near-historic partisan 

polarization. Arriving shortly after a failed Congressional attempt to impeach the President, and 

with sustained partisan disagreement about the state of American democracy, the 

administration’s response to COVID-19 was marked by the Trump administration’s repeated 

denial that the pandemic was a threat to American public health.  This denial was in both rhetoric 

and practice, from support for early re-opening of businesses to rejecting the practice and 

requirement of face masks. Congressional Democrats, by contrast, sounded the alarm much 

earlier, anticipating what would later arrive as lockdown measures across most of the U.S. states 

(and, in particular, early lockdown by states led by Democratic governors). 

In this context, it is not surprising that the COVID-19 crisis was quickly interpreted 

through partisan lens (Baker, 2020; Mead, 2020), not only in evaluative and normative terms (i.e. 

“schools should not open”, “masks should not be mandatory”) but also in factual claims (i.e, 

“hydroxychloroquine works”, “closing business will not hurt the economy”). Studies have 

consistently shown that attitudes toward COVID-19 and about the adequate measures to fight it 

have been polarized across party lines (Gadarian et al., 2020; Makridis & Rothwel, 2020). While 

Democrats show increased concern for the coronavirus and support stronger preventive measures 

(social distancing, quarantine), Republicans downplay the health risks of COVID-19 (“just like 

the flu”) and deem preventive measures as non-necessary and harmful to the economy (Briki & 

Dagot, 2020). In the same vein, studies using GPS-based mobility data have shown that county-
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level ideological differences predict compliance with stay-at-home orders (Allcott et al., 2020; 

Barrios & Hochberg, 2020). 

While the COVID-19 pandemic has affected the lives of all Americans, and interpreted 

through partisan lenses, the severity of the pandemic has been experienced unevenly across space 

and time. Some states saw sharp rises in COVID-19 cases in early March, whereas case counts 

rose much later in the rest of the country. That the early hotspots were coastal, Democratic states 

only reinforced the differential experiences that Americans had with COVID-19: spikes in 

COVID-19 fatalities in states like New York and Washington were mirrored by limited 

outbreaks in many western and southern states. Only by July did case numbers in states like 

Florida and Texas rise to parallel those in New York. 

This preliminary evidence suggests Democrats and Republicans are experiencing 

different pandemics, yet we lack a good understanding of whether individuals’ exposure to 

COVID-19—either in their location, or within their own family—affects their partisan 

interpretation of the pandemic. That is, does the experience of COVID-19—measured by one’s 

own exposure to COVID-19, or the local rate of COVID-19 diagnoses—affect mass attitudes? 

And more concretely, do these experiences with COVID-19 override or exacerbate prior partisan 

positions?  

In this study, we examine the relationship between exposure and policy views that are 

directly or indirectly related to the pandemic. To orient our discussion, we draw on two 

literatures in social psychology—risk aversion and terror management—to develop a set of 

hypotheses about how exposure to the threat of COVID-19 might shape mass attitudes. We test 

these hypotheses using an original, high-quality longitudinal panel survey that includes a battery 

of items on policy responses to the COVID-19 pandemic. Using a factor analytic approach, we 
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find that answers to these questions cluster around three dimensions: welfare policies like paid 

sick leave, national control policies that focus on border closures and trade barriers, and extreme 

measures such as delaying elections. We show consistent evidence of partisan divergence in 

pandemic response policy preferences across the first six months of the COVID-19 pandemic: 

Republicans support measures where the federal government exerts national control whereas 

Democrats support welfare policies. These interparty differences grow over time, and we find 

only limited evidence that exposure or experience moderates these partisan differences: extreme 

measures, for example, differed by partisan identity in early waves but these differences 

disappeared by summer 2020. Our findings suggest that Americans’ maintain a partisan 

interpretation of the COVID-19 pandemic, and that objective pandemic conditions play a minor 

role in shaping mass preferences. 

 

Theoretical Frameworks 

Research in social psychology provides several ways to think how COVID-19 exposure 

could shift political attitudes. In this section, we consider two general expectations for how 

exposure shapes public attitudes: risk-aversion and existential threat. In the case of risk aversion, 

we examine both individual and collective or group-level theories for predicting responses to a 

pandemic, both of which are grounded in behavioral immune system (BIS) responses and which 

predict conservative shift and convergence, respectively. Turning to existential threat 

considerations, we draw on terror management theory (TMT) which predicts that death 

awareness will generate intergroup hostility rather than conservatism. Finally, we consider how 

these theoretical predictions might play out in the context of deep partisan polarization.  
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Risk aversion approach: individual and collective responses 

We begin with risk aversion. In economics and psychology the term “risk aversion” 

frequently refers to preferences for certainty over gambles with equivalent expected utility 

(Kahneman and Tversky, but here we use risk aversion to refer directly to cognitive processes 

that lead individuals to avoid situations that are threatening. In other words, individuals seek to 

avoid contexts of threat or, if they find themselves in the context of threat, become preoccupied 

with mitigating the anticipated risk. The mechanism through which threat produces risk aversion 

operate at both the individual and aggregate levels and predict shifts in attitudes and behavior. A 

behavioral immune system (BIS) approach. argues that, in contexts of risk, aversion and 

avoidance of objects and people that can do harm are useful mechanisms to stay safe.  

Based on an evolutionary framework, theorists have proposed that humans developed a 

series of adaptive mechanisms to minimize the exposure to disease (Schaller, 2006; Schaller & 

Park, 2011). The BIS is activated by cues indirectly signaling the existence of pathogens, which 

in turn trigger specific emotional reactions, such as disgust, cognitions such as focusing on 

disease-related thoughts, and behaviors, such as avoidance 

The BIS developed to protect individuals and groups from harms in the physical world 

but also have social and political consequences. This line of reasoning proposes that attitudes 

towards social and political events are shaped by our primary dynamics of parasite prevention, 

regardless of the actual health risk involved (Aarøe et al., 2017; Tybur et al., 2010). The host of 

traits that go along with the BIS (such as disgust sensitivity) are correlated with negative 

attitudes toward outgroups, due to the perception that these groups may endanger the ingroup, 

and more support for ingroup conformity and policies that may benefit ingroups at the expense 

of other groups .  Political and social leaders use the threat of contamination and disease to 
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differentiate between which groups are worthy of help and rights and draw boundaries around 

who is part of the political community, making the BIS a potent tool in advocating for more 

socially conservative policies. Strong disgust sensitivity at the individual level predicts 

authoritarian views, opposition to immigration, and support for traditional family values 

(Feinberg et al., 2014; Inbar et al., 2012; Terrizzi et al., 2010). Experimental activation of the 

BIS also increases conservatism: college students incidentally exposed to hygiene cues – a hand 

sanitizer, “clean up after using” signs – reported more conservative political attitudes (Helzer & 

Pizarro, 2011; Terrizzi et al., 2013). And there is preliminary evidence in the context of the 

ongoing COVID-19 pandemic2 that are consistent with this view (McKay et al., 2020; Olivera-

La Rosa et al., 2020). Thus, for individuals high in BIS traits, we would predict more 

conservative, risk averse behavior and attitudes. But this prediction, as we will discuss below, 

does not consider deep partisanship in a polarized political landscape.  

Moving to the aggregate level,  research also discusses how ecological pathogen threat 

may affect the development of social processes and cultural norms, where perceptions of 

pathogen threat have been linked to higher ingroup conformity (Murray et al., 2011; Wu & 

Chang, 2012). Studies at the country and region-level have consistently shown that societies that 

have faced ecological threat are tighter: that is, they hold stronger cultural norms and show less 

tolerance for deviance (Gelfand, 2019; Gelfand et al., 2011; Harrington & Gelfand, 2014; 

Jackson et al., 2019). Terms such as ‘rallying around the flag’ or ‘conservative shift’ characterize 

a specific correlation between social closure and leaning toward the ideological right in response 

to collective traumatic events, such as terrorist attacks, natural disasters, and health crises 

(Bonanno & Jost, 2006; Porat et al., 2019). Importantly, these effects operate for liberals as well 

 
2 Unless noted, findings introducing coronavirus-related variables are not published in peer-reviewed journals by 
the time of writing of this paper.  
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as conservatives (van de Vyver et al., 2016). Analyzing the findings around 9/11 psychological 

and social consequences, Janoff-Bullman and Sheikh suggest that these events displace people’s 

regulatory focus from promotion-oriented to protection-oriented concerns (Higgins, 1997), and 

more specifically, a moralizing motive of social order as a response to threats to the group 

(Janoff-Bulman & Sheikh, 2006). Thus, we would expect—again, all else being equal—that 

pandemics produce social closure, tightness, and a conservative shift at the societal level. 

To summarize, individual and collective-level theories of risk aversion support two 

hypotheses for predicting the effect of COVID-19 exposure. One, the constant salience of 

pathogen contamination and infectious disease may shift attitudes toward more authoritarian 

measures, support for immigration restriction and travel bans, and, in general, support for right-

wing political attitudes. Based on BIS research, we hypothesize that being exposed to COVID-19 

will be associated with more support for right-wing policies (conservative shift hypothesis). Two, 

based on research at the collective level, exposure to COVID-19 might be connected to stronger 

enforcement of social norms, tightness, higher ingroup conformity and support for the 

government among both liberals and conservatives. In this scenario, we could expect COVID-19 

exposure to reduce partisan polarization even as both liberals and conservatives shift towards 

more conservative policies (conservative convergence hypothesis). 

Existential threat approach: terror management theory 

Since human beings are conscious organisms that value their own existence and, thus, 

self-preservation, humans are theoretically troubled by the awareness of their death. The main 

tenet of the Terror Management Theory (Greenberg et al., 1990; Rosenblatt et al., 1989) is that 

“terror is managed by sustaining faith in a view of the world and oneself that denies the 

precarious and transient nature of one's own existence.” (Greenberg & Arndt, 2012, p. 402). The 
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first reaction to an awareness of death would be to deny one’s own death or mortality, by 

clinging to something larger than oneself (cultural worldview) and by deeming oneself as a 

worthy member of that entity (self-esteem).  

Death anxiety, then, sets in motion a series of downstream psychological processes at the 

cognitive, affective, and motivational level. From the cognitive perspective, inducing awareness 

of mortality has been found to deplete cognitive resources  (Pyszczynski et al., 1999; Trémolière 

et al., 2014) and to over-activate thoughts relevant to our own identities and worldviews (Arndt 

et al., 2002). From an affective perspective, mortality salience boosts self-esteem (Solomon et 

al., 1991) and fuels intergroup conflict: ingroup preference and outgroup derogation (Castano et 

al., 2002; Greenberg & Kosloff, 2008; Reiss & Jonas, 2018). And, from a motivational 

perspective, when people are reminded of their own mortality, they are more likely to desire to 

punish more severely those who violates their worldview (Rosenblatt et al., 1989) or who 

threatens cultural values (Greenberg et al., 1990). A meta-analysis covering over 20 years of 

TMT-based research revealed that effect sizes of mortality salience on attitudes toward people 

were larger (r = .42) than any effects on other attitudes (r = .33), affect (r = .21) behaviors (r = 

.34) or cognitions (r = .32; Burke et al., 2010). 

Since evidence drawing from TMT shows that death awareness motivates greater 

intergroup aversion, it follows that political conflict will be also affected by mortality salience. 

Experimentally-induced death awareness motivates greater dislike for the political outgroup 

(Greenberg et al., 1992), leads to more extreme moral judgments across liberal and conservatives 

(Bassett et al., 2015), and even being more willing to serve more a painfully spicy hot sauce to 

someone holding opposite views (McGregor 1998). Evidence from a Swiss longitudinal panel 
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revealed that respondents who had suffered the death of a loved one reported more polarized 

attitudes than those who did not (Chatard et al., 2010). 

In the context of the present health crisis, people should be more attuned to death than 

usual. Prior evidence from the Ebola and Zika virus crises shows that information related to the 

ongoing health crises trigger more death-related thoughts and increase worldview defense 

(Arrowood et al., 2017) and an increased polarization of trust in scientists, respectively (Safford 

et al., 2017). Thus, we hypothesize that exposure to COVID-19 will increase political 

polarization, by making people hold positions more strongly aligned with their worldview, which 

we label the partisan divergence hypothesis.  

Yet the COVID-19 crisis emerged in the context of deep partisan polarization in the 

United States (Abramowitz, 2010; Fiorina & Abrams, 2008; Pew Research Center, 2014). 

American politicians show greater distance in their positions (Druckman et al., 2013); mass 

opinion are structured and sorted in terms of partisanship (Davis & Dunaway, 2016; Lelkes, 

2016) and affective polarization is on the rise. That is, Americans feel increasing aversion to 

those who identify with the opposing political party (Iyengar et al., 2012). In this context, 

political self-identification, as with other social identities (Tajfel & Turner, 1986), provides 

partisans with cues through which they interpret events, especially those relevant to the group 

goals (Abrams et al., 1990). Individuals systematically select sources of information that confirm 

their own ideological views (Garrett & Stroud, 2014; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Stroud, 2010). 

Politics is both an informational shortcut and a heuristic for decision-making. The implication is 

that in the context of preexisting polarization, a global pandemic that heightens the salience of 

death may actually reinforce existing polarization, leading to greater divergence between the 

policy preferences of liberals and conservatives. The avoidance mechanisms that produce 
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conservatism according to a risk aversion perspective may be overwhelmed by the group 

antagonism predicted by a terror management approach. Greater exposure to COVID-19 may 

heighten these distinctions further.  

To summarize, based on our theoretical overview of risk aversion and terror management 

approaches, we identify three main ways in which exposure to COVID-19 might shape policy 

attitudes:  

Hypothesis 1 (Conservative Shift): Higher levels of exposure to COVID-19 will correspond to 

more conservative views overall: that is, both Republican and Democrats will be more 

supportive of conservative policies as exposure to COVID 19 rises. 

Hypothesis 2 (Conservative Convergence): Higher levels of exposure to COVID-19 will 

correspond to more conservative views overall, but with a larger correlation between exposure 

and conservative view among Democrats than among Republicans. 

 Hypothesis 3 (Partisan Divergence): Higher levels of exposure to COVID-19 will correspond 

to greater partisan differences between Democrats and Republicans: that is, Republicans will be 

more supportive of conservative policies, and Democrats more supportive of liberal policies, as 

exposure to COVID 19 rises.  

Figure 3.1. Visual representation of the hypotheses. The Y-axis represents the support for policies typically endorsed 

by Democrats. 
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As a counterpart to these three main hypotheses, we also consider the fourth possibility, that greater 

exposure to COVID-19 will produce unconditional partisan convergence. None of the theoretical 

perspectives reviewed above directly imply partisan convergence, but it might emerge as a 

consequence of a pure rally-around-the-flag effect. 

 

Hypothesis 4 (Partisan Convergence): Higher levels of exposure to COVID-19 will correspond 

to smaller differences between Democrats and Republicans, with Republicans converging 

towards liberal views and Democrats converging towards conservative views. 

 

Finally, we note that the majority of current research on COVID-19 has emphasized the enduring 

partisan character of the crisis. We therefore also entertain the null hypothesis that there is no 

interactive effect between COVID-19 exposure and partisan trends in public opinion on pandemic 

response. 

 

Hypothesis 5 (Unconditional Partisan Polarization [Null]): There is no relationship between 

COVID-19 exposure and the level of partisan differences in COVID-19. 

 

Data and Methods 

We explore the relationships between exposure to COVID-19 measured in three ways – 

numbers of deaths within a state, number of positive diagnoses within a state, and having a 

family member or oneself suffered from COVID-19 – and attitudes toward policies and measures 

to deal with the pandemic in the context of the partisan polarization. Our study draws on three 

waves of a nationally-representative panel survey of Americans, conducted by the polling 

company YouGov (n = 2104).  Wave 1 of the survey was fielded between March 20-23, 2020, as 
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the COVID-19 crisis had begun to produce state-wide lockdowns in the United States. Wave 2 

was fielded between April 20 and May 5, as mass fatigue with social distancing and stay-at-

home orders began to ensue and states began to ease restrictions. Wave 3 was fielded from June 

6-25, in the wake of the mass protests following the murder of George Floyd and as cases began 

to spike once again in states such as Arizona, California, and Florida. The three waves therefore 

capture Americans’ views on responding to COVID-19 at three very different moments in the 

course of the pandemic. 

 The surveys also capture Americans living at very different local conditions. State-level 

cases and deaths were low outside of New York and Washington in Wave 1, but these figures 

grew in other states as the pandemic proceeded over time. This allows us to distinguish between 

state-level factors that shape policy preferences and the objective conditions of the pandemic as 

experienced locally.  

 

Participants 

Our first survey wave (Wave 1) included 3000 participants. Respondents were matched 

to a sampling frame on gender, age, race, and education and were weighted to the sampling 

frame using propensity scores. The same respondents were invited to complete a second survey 

(Wave 2), obtaining 2,401 complete interviews (response rate 80%). Finally, the same 

respondents were contacted for a third survey (Wave 3), obtaining 2,104 complete responses 

(response rate 87.6%).  

Measures 

COVID-19 exposure. We measure exposure to COVID-19 using three different metrics. 

First, using publicly available data provided by the New York Times, we calculated (1) the 
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cumulative number of deaths due to COVID-19 in the respondent’s state and (2) the cumulative 

number of positive cases of coronavirus infection for each state during the time of data collection 

for each wave. Additionally, Waves 2 and 3 of the survey included two questions of direct 

exposure to the disease, whether the respondent had been diagnosed (Have you had COVID-19, 

either currently or in the past?) or whether a friend or family member had been diagnosed (Do 

you have a friend or family member affected by COVID-19?). Responses were (3) collapsed in a 

dichotomous item, aggregating all participants that responded “yes” to either one of the questions 

in each wave. Between a fourth and a third of participants reported having direct contact with 

COVID-19 (Wave 2 = 23.78%; Wave 3 = 29.37%). 

 

Party identification.  As part of the YouGov demographics inventory, participants were 

asked to situate themselves in a 7-level party identification item, ranging from “Strong 

Democrat” to “Strong Republican”. Respondents indicating the two outer alternatives – e.g., 

“Strong Democrat” and “Not very strong Democrat” – were collapsed into one category for each 

party (39.28% Democrats, 25.83% Republicans, 26.70% Independents, 4.33% Other, 3.93% Not 

sure). Respondents identified with a third party, or as independents leaning toward either party 

were not considered in the analyses.  

 

Policy statements. We presented respondents with a list of various policy statements, 

thematically ranging from topics like health to trade and immigration, each of which was based 

on proposals and opinions that emerged in the public debate in the United States. The number of 

statements varied by wave (Wave 1 = 21, Wave 2 = 30; Wave 3 = 19, see Table S3.1 for the 

complete list and question wordings). Respondents were asked to indicate their agreement in a 5-
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level Likert scale. All statements were directly or indirectly related to the way federal or state 

authorities were handling the coronavirus crisis and its consequences (for example, “The 

government should waive insurance costs and hospital fees for treating COVID-19”; “The 

government should mobilize the National Guard to enforce quarantines”). Exploratory factor 

analyses yielded three clusters of statements that focus on welfare policies, national control, and 

a third group that we provisionally label “extreme” policies. So while there are substantive 

differences in policies by theme, factor analysis reveals a distinct clustering along an individual’s 

expectations of the role of government—assistive (welfare), concentrated power (national 

control), and the exercise of nontraditional or extreme measures (see Factor Analysis below). 

Respondents’ scores for each factor were computed based on the factor analytic models. 

Results 

 We conducted our analyses in two steps. First, we explored the underlying structure of the 

policy statements using exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses. This creates a set of policy 

preference clusters to serve as our outcome variables. Then, we modelled the endorsement for 

policies of each cluster over time, using multi-level models. 

 

Factor Analysis 

 To model the latent structure of the list of policies, we first ran an exploratory factor 

analysis on the scores of Wave 1. To make sure that the factor structure was robust, we 

conducted an exploratory factor analyses using a random subset of participants from Wave 2. 

Then, we ran confirmatory factor analyses on the rest of participants of Wave 2 and with the 

whole sample on Wave 3. 
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Table 3.1 Means, standard deviations, pattern matrix (factor loadings) and structure matrix (factor correlations) for all policy statements 

assuming three factors (Wave 1; n = 3,000) 

        Factor loadings     

Policy Statement Mean SD   F1 F2 F3   h2 

The government should make all testing for coronavirus free for all Americans. 4.45 .95  .73 .07 -.04  .53 

The government should grant paid leave to anyone diagnosed with coronavirus to 

encourage them to stay home until they are fully healthy. 4.26 1.04  .72 .07 -.02  .52 

The government should waive insurance costs and hospital fees for treating 

coronavirus 4.23 1.06  .68 .01 .03  .47 

The government should ban public events in order to contain the spread of 

coronavirus 4.07 1.09  .57 .04 .28  .51 

The government should close all schools in order to contain the spread of 

coronavirus 4.04 1.10  .57 .00 .33  .54 

We have enough coronavirus tests in my state. 2.08 1.16  -.51 .23 .19  .31 

Sporting and other public events should continue to take place. Cancelling hurts 

local businesses and is bad for morale. 2.11 1.30  -.50 .14 .05  .26 

The United States must strengthen its economic ties and increase trade with other 

countries in order to strengthen our economy. 3.65 1.08  .31 -.18 .05  .13 

The United States should impose entry restrictions at the US-Mexico border to 

control the spread of the coronavirus in the United States. 3.94 1.22  -.04 .71 .05  .53 

The US should not be so reliant on other countries, but should make more things at 

home 4.03 1.12  .05 .71 -.21  .43 

The United States must continue to ban the entry of citizens of [China/Italy/Great 

Britain] into the United States. [randomize choice] 3.86 1.20  .05 .57 .16  .44 

The United States must increase taxes on foreign imports in order to stimulate the 

growth of our own domestic industry. 2.98 1.17  -.21 .53 .16  .39 

The United States should keep interest rates as low as possible, which will  

encourage more spending and will support the American economy. 3.96 1.05  .24 .48 -.05  .28 

The United States must halt all international air travel 3.82 1.22  .15 .42 .36  .48 

The United States should impose a domestic travel ban between US states. 3.00 1.38  .05 .00 .72  .54 
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The government should mobilize the National Guard to enforce quarantines that 

prevent people from spreading coronavirus. 3.16 1.30  .19 -.04 .60  .44 

The United States should quarantine [Chinese/Italians] in the United States, 

including [Chinese/Italian] Americans. 2.36 1.38  -.25 .21 .50  .35 

Elections should be delayed [if it means protecting people][because a crisis is not 

the time for politics] 3.27 1.46  .08 .15 .40  .26 

The government should provide bailouts, or financial compensation, to American 

companies to recover losses from coronavirus. 3.43 1.21  .17 .26 .20  .20 

State governments and governors should lead policy responses and decide how best 

to fight coronavirus in their state. 3.84 1.08  .19 .24 .09  .13 

The government should rescue US citizens from abroad and bring them back home. 3.46 1.17  .21 .11 -.02  .06 
         
         

Proportion Variance Explained       .15 .12 .10   

 Structure Matrix     

  F1  1.00     

  F2  .06 1.00    

  F3  .29 .38 1.00     
NOTE: SD = Standard deviation. h2 = Uniqueness estimate.  Mean and factor analysis were calculated using population weights. Factor 

loadings estimated using oblique rotation (oblimin).  For further details of the exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses, see Supplemental 

Materials pp. 22 – 24, Figure S3.1 and Tables S3.2 – S3.4 
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Exploratory factor analysis. Using the scores from Wave 1, the policy 21 statements 

were factor analyzed using oblique rotation, which allows for the factors to partially correlate. 

Solutions for 2, 3 and 4 factors were estimated, yielding a three-factor structure as the most 

plausible result (see Table S3.2 for complete factor loadings). As can be seen in Table 3.1, factor 

loadings for each policy statement clustered with other thematically similar items, suggesting the 

existence of three loosely correlated factors. First, a set of policy statements related to 

governmental support in terms of health care and unemployment (“The government should 

waive insurance costs and hospital fees for treating coronavirus”; “The government should grant 

paid leave to anyone diagnosed with coronavirus to encourage them to stay home until they are 

fully healthy”), and measures actively involving federal government in minimizing the risk of 

contagion (“The government should ban public events in order to contain the spread of 

coronavirus”). We label this factor Welfare, and find that it shows good reliability (Cronbach’s α 

= .78). Second, a factor including measures and policies focused on immigration (“The United 

States should impose entry restrictions at the US-Mexico border to control the spread of the 

coronavirus in the United States.”), on empowering the executive, overseeing accountability 

(“The President should be given more powers to address the crisis quickly, without 

Congressional oversight or other Washington politics”) and on protectionist economic measures 

(“The United States must increase taxes on foreign imports in order to stimulate the growth of 

our own domestic industry.”). We label this factor National Control and find that it also showed 

good reliability (Cronbach’s α = .77). Third, a set of statements related to unprecedented 

measures to fight COVID-19, that would involve suspending several fundamental rights, such as 

free internal movement (“The United States should impose a domestic travel ban between US 

states.) or private property (“The federal government should take over businesses and private 
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property, where necessary, to safeguard American public health”). We label this factor Extreme 

Measures: with a Cronbach’s α = .66, this factor is less reliable than the first two factors, but its 

scores are still acceptable.  

Since Wave 2 introduced new policy statements untested in Wave 1, a new exploratory 

factor analysis was conducted to see whether the new items loaded onto any of the factors and as 

a means to check the robustness of the factor structure. We factor analyzed a random sample of a 

third of the respondents (n = 800) following the same strategy as in Wave 1. The analysis 

replicated the same three-factor structure, suggesting a robust clustering of the items across 

waves (see Table S3.3 and Supplemental Materials for a detailed discussion of the factor 

analyses). 

 

Confirmatory factor analysis. Finally, to check the consistency of the factor structure, 

we conducted a confirmatory factor analysis on the rest of the dataset from Wave 2 (n = 1601). 

Moreover, the confirmatory analysis helped to refine the items that were associated to each 

factor, allowing us to test multiple structures in order to find the most adequate fit. The final 

model selected provided a marginally good fit (TLI =.694, CFI = .720, RMSEA = .098, SMSR 

=.115). 

Finally, we ran a confirmatory factor analysis on the data from Wave 3, comparing a 

model restricted to only those variables present across the three waves against a three-factor 

model including policy statements that were only present on waves 2 and 3. The final model 

selected showed a good fit (TLI = .819, CFI = .850, RMSEA = .098, SMSR =.079; see Table S3.4 

and Supplemental Materials for rationale and model selection criteria). 
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Modelling Policy Preferences 

 Equipped with our three dependent variables of Welfare, National Control, and Extreme 

Measures, we now proceed to model the relationship between partisan identity and policy 

preferences across states and survey waves. We employ on a multilevel modeling approach that 

allows us to flexibly capture both individual and contextual factors, as well as the interactions 

among them. 

Statistical framework. Our main estimating equation is a multilevel random effects 

model with cross-level interactions. We start with a level-1 model in which individual 

responses 𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑡, where i indexes individuals, s indexes states, and t indexes time (or wave), are a 

function of partisanship and wave, plus covariates 𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑡 (age, gender, ethnicity and education) and 

error: 

 
𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝛽0𝑗 + 𝛽1𝑗𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑗𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 

𝛽3𝑗𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑡 ×𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑠𝑡 
(1) 

 

The intercept and each of the slope parameters, in turn, are a function of state-level COVID 

prevalence: 

 

𝛽0𝑗 = 𝛾00 + 𝛾01𝐶𝑂𝑉𝐼𝐷 + 𝜂0𝑗 

𝛽1𝑗 = 𝛾10 + 𝛾11𝐶𝑂𝑉𝐼𝐷 + 𝜂1𝑗 

𝛽2𝑗 = 𝛾20 + 𝛾21𝐶𝑂𝑉𝐼𝐷 + 𝜂2𝑗 

𝛽3𝑗 = 𝛾30 + 𝛾31𝐶𝑂𝑉𝐼𝐷 + 𝜂3𝑗 

(2) 

 

Substituting (2) into (1), we then have 

 

𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝛾00 + 𝛾01𝐶𝑂𝑉𝐼𝐷 + 𝜂0𝑗 + 

(𝛾10 + 𝛾11𝐶𝑂𝑉𝐼𝐷 + 𝜂1𝑗)𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 

(𝛾20 + 𝛾21𝐶𝑂𝑉𝐼𝐷 + 𝜂2𝑗)𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 

(𝛾30 + 𝛾31𝐶𝑂𝑉𝐼𝐷 + 𝜂3𝑗)𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑡 ×𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 

𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑠𝑡 

(3) 
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= 𝛾00 + 𝛾01𝐶𝑂𝑉𝐼𝐷 + 𝛾10𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 𝛾11𝐶𝑂𝑉𝐼𝐷 × 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑡
+ 𝜂1𝑗𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 𝛾20𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 𝛾21𝐶𝑂𝑉𝐼𝐷 ×𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑡
+ 𝜂2𝑗𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 𝛾30𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑡 ×𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑡
+ 𝛾31𝐶𝑂𝑉𝐼𝐷 × 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑡 ×𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑡
+ 𝜂3𝑗𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑡 ×𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 𝜂0𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑠𝑡 

 

 

Welfare Policies 

Time and party effects. First, we model support for policy statements focusing on the 

federal government actively providing protection and health care in the wake of the pandemic, 

using alternatively our three operationalizations of exposure to COVID-19. Results for the three 

regressions can be found in Table 3.2 (see Table S3.5 for complete estimates for all models). For 

the sake of brevity, we focus on the models that operationalize exposure using State death toll.

Figure 3.2 Predicted values for Welfare policies by party, exposure and waves. 
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Table 3.2 Multilevel linear mixed models predicting support for Welfare policies by waves, party identity and type of exposure to COVID-19 (controlling for 

individual and state-level random effects and adjusted population weights) 

  Death Toll (State)  COVID-19 Cases (State)  Direct Exposure 

 Predictors b SE CI p 
 

b SE CI p 
 

b SE CI p 

(Intercept) .20 .06 .09 – .31 <.001  .14 .08 -.02 – .30 .093  .26 .04 .17 – .34 <.001 

Wave .13 .05 .04 – .22 .005  .17 .07 .03 – .31 .016  .06 .01 .03 – .09 <.001 

Party (1 = Republican) -.44 .08 -.61 – -.28 <.001  -.40 .12 -.63 – -.16 .001  -.53 .06 -.66 – -.41 <.001 

Party × Wave -.23 .07 -.36 – -.10 .001  -.29 .11 -.50 – -.08 .007  -.15 .02 -.19 – -.11 <.001 

Deaths (log) .02 .01 .00 – .03 .025  
    

 
    

Deaths (log) ×  Wave -.01 .01 -.02 – -.00 .028  
    

 
    

Deaths (log) × Party -.01 .01 -.04 – .01 .239  
    

 
    

Deaths (log) × Party × Wave .01 .01 -.00 – .03 .121  
    

 
    

Cases (log) 
    

 .02 .01 -.00 – .03 .063  
    

Cases (log) × Wave 
    

 -.01 .01 -.02 – .00 .052  
    

Cases (log) × Party 
    

 -.01 .01 -.04 – .01 .385  
    

Cases × Party × Wave 
    

 .01 .01 -.00 – .03 .149  
    

Direct Exposure (1 = Yes) 
    

 
    

 .28 .08 .13 – .44 <.001 

Exposure × Wave 
    

 
    

 -.08 .03 -.14 – -.03 .004 

Exposure × Party 
    

 
    

 -.09 .14 -.35 – .18 .512 

Exposure × Party × Wave 
    

 
    

 .08 .05 -.02 – .17 .103 

Observations 4845  4845  4506 

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 .268 / .844  .268/ .842  .301 / .836 
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Across models, there is a main effect of time (b = .13, t(483) = 2.80, p < .001, 95% CI [.04, .22]). 

This suggests that support for welfare policies, on average, increased from Wave 1 to Wave 3. 

As expected, the analyses also yield a main effect for party identity (b = -.44, t(483) = -5.35, p < 

.001, 95% CI [-.61, -.28]), meaning that Republicans reported, in average, less support for 

welfare policies. However, this effect is qualified by a time × party interaction, suggesting that 

support for welfare policies over the three waves increased for Democrats, but decreased for 

Republicans (b = -.23, t(483) = -3.47, p < .001, 95% CI [-.36, -.10]). This result is broadly 

consistent with the partisan divergence hypothesis. 

Exposure to COVID. The number of deaths due to COVID-19 is correlated with support 

for welfare policies (b =.02, t(483) = 2.25, p = .025, 95% CI [.00, .03]), suggesting that 

participants in a state with more deaths reported slightly higher support for welfare policies. The 

size of this correlation also increases over time, as shown by the time × death interaction term (b 

= -.01, t(483) = -2.20, p = .028, 95% CI [-.02, -.00]). However, we find no significant differences 

of this effect by party (b = -.01, t(483) = -1.18, p = .239, 95% CI [-.04, .01]), nor does this effect 

vary over time (b = .01, t(483) = 1.55, p = .121, 95% CI [-.00, .03]). Visual inspection of plotted 

margins (see Figure 3.2) reveals that the variation in slopes over time is subtle, but leans towards 

convergence (time × death interaction). Also, party differences increase over time, as the gap 

between the lines widens (time × party interaction).  

Number of confirmed cases of COVID-19 by the time of the survey is not significantly 

correlated with welfare policy support (b = .02, t(483) = 1.86, p = . 063, 95% CI [-.00, .03]), 

neither alone or in interaction with party identity (b = -.01, t(483) = -.87, p = .385, 95% CI [-.04, 

.01]) or time (b = -.01, t(483) = -1.94, p = .052, 95% CI [-.02, .00]). Figure 3.2 shows the marginal 
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effects by wave, which suggest, however, that the pattern of influence of COVID-19 cases on 

welfare policies, though not statistically significant, resembles the trend describe by death toll. 

Finally, the experience of being sick of COVID-19 or having a close friend or family 

member sick is correlated with support for welfare policies (b = .28, t(4493) = 3.52, p < .001, 95% 

CI [.13, .44]), yet this correlation decreases over time (b = -.08, t(4493) = -2.92, p = .004, 95% CI 

[.-14, -.03]). We find no differences in experience by partisan identification, either alone or in 

three three way interaction with time (time × party × exposure). As suggested by Figure 3.2, the 

effects seem to be driven by the differences in exposure between Democrats in Wave 2 and in 

Republicans in Wave 3. 

 

National Control Policies 

 

Figure 3.3 Predicted values for National Control policies by party, exposure and waves. 
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Table 3.3 Multilevel linear mixed models predicting support for National Control policies by waves, party identity and type of exposure to COVID-19 (controlling for 

individual and state-level random effects and adjusted population weights) 

  Death Toll (State)  COVID-19 Cases (State)  Direct Exposure 

 Predictors b SE CI p  b SE CI p  b SE CI p 

(Intercept) -.11 .06 -.22 – .00 .055  .37 .09 .20 – .54 <.001  -.48 .02 -.52– -.44 <.001 

Wave -.10 .04 -.18 – -.02 .016  -.29 .06 -.42 – -.17 <.001  .18 .02 .14 – .23 <.001 

Party (1 = Republican) .48 .08 .32 – .64 <.001  -.49 .12 -.73 – -.24 <.001  1.11 .03 1.05 – 1.17 <.001 

Party × Wave .11 .06 -.01 – .22 .082  .42 .10 .22 – .61 <.001  -.47 .03 -.53 – -.41 <.001 

Deaths (log) -.10 .01 -.11 – -.08 <.001  
    

 
    

Deaths (log) ×  Wave .04 .01 .03 – .05 <.001  
    

 
    

Deaths (log) × Party .20 .01 .17 – .22 <.001  
    

 
    

Deaths (log) × Party × Wave -.07 .01 -.09 – -.06 <.001  
    

 
    

Cases (log) 
    

 -.11 .01 -.13 – -.09 <.001  
    

Cases (log) × Wave 
    

 .04 .01 .03 – .06 <.001  
    

Cases (log) × Party 
    

 .23 .01 .20 – .26 <.001  
    

Cases × Party × Wave 
    

 -.08 .01 -.10 – -.06 <.001  
    

Direct Exposure (1 = Yes) 
    

 
    

 -.02 .03 -.09– .05 .543 

Exposure × Wave 
    

 
    

 .02 .04 -.06 – .10 .570 

Exposure × Party 
    

 
    

 -.00 .06 -.12 – .11 .955 

Exposure × Party × Wave 
    

 
    

 .04 .07 -.09 – .18 .547 

Observations 4845  4845  2968 

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 .285 / .797  .285 / .799  .405 / .779 
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Time and party effects. When modelling endorsement for policies that emphasize 

nationalist and economically protectionist measures, we find variation across the three waves, 

suggesting that average support for national control measures has decreased over time (b = -.10, 

t(483) = -2.41, p < .016, 95% CI [-.18, -.02], again focusing on models using Death toll). However, 

there are considerable party differences: Republicans hold in general more views related to 

national control (b = .48, t(483) = 5.94, p <.001, 95% CI [.32, .64]), and this effect increases 

marginally in size over time (b = .11, t(483) = 1.74, p =.082, 95% CI [-.01, .22]), consistent with a 

finding of partisan divergence.3 

 Exposure to COVID.  We find a negative main effect for COVID deaths (b = -.10, t(438) 

= -10.86, p <.001, 95% CI [-.11, -.08]) which, in turn, is qualified by time (b =.04, t(438) = 7.16, p 

<.001, 95% CI [.03, .05]) and differs by party (b =.20, t(438) = 15.31, p <.001, 95% CI [.17, .22]). 

These coefficients suggest that as state-level death numbers increase, support for national control 

policies decrease, but this association loses strength over time (death × time interaction). Also, 

the large interaction term (death × party interaction) suggests that for Republicans, the slope is 

positive. Finally, the 3-way interaction term is also significant (b =-.07, t(438) = -9.35, p <.001, 

95% CI [-.09, -.06]), which implies that the interaction of party and death is being curbed over 

time. Figure 3.3 shows how the patterns for Democrats and Republicans evolved over the three 

waves. 

 Prevalence statistics of COVID-19 showed a similar pattern of associations as death toll: 

the increase in cases correlated with lower support for national control (b =-.11, t(438) = -10.84, p 

<.001, 95% CI [-.13, -.09]), but this correlation shrinks over time (b = .04, t(438) = 7.51, p <.001, 

 
3 When using State-level cases as the measure of exposure, we find a negative coefficient on party identification. 

This is the result of extreme extrapolation: this coefficient represents a Wave 1 Republican in a state with zero 

COVID cases. 
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95% CI [.03, .06]) and differs for Republicans  (b = .24, t(438) = 15.68, p <.001, 95% CI [.20, 

.26]). Similarly, the 3-way interaction term suggest that this pattern evolves over the three waves 

(b = -.08, t(438) = -9.20, p <.001, 95% CI [-.10, -.06]), as Figure 3.3 reveals.  

 We find no relationship between individual experience and support for national control 

policies (b = -02, t(2957) = -.61, p = .543, 95% CI [-.09, .05]), nor do the interactions suggest any 

type of conditional relationship (all bs < .04; all ps > .500; see Table 3.3 for brief regression 

summary, and Table S3.6 for complete coefficients). 

Extreme Measures 

 

  

Figure 3.4 Predicted values for Extreme measures by party, exposure and waves. 
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Table 3.4 Multilevel linear mixed models predicting support for Extreme Measures by waves, party identity and type of exposure to COVID-19 (controlling for 

individual and state-level random effects and adjusted population weights) 

  Death Toll (State)  COVID-19 Cases (State)  Direct Exposure 

 Predictors b SE CI p  b SE CI p  b SE CI p 

(Intercept) .02 .06 -.10 – .15 .713  -.14 .09 -.32 – .04 .136  .27 .05 .18 – .36 <.001 

Wave -.01 .05 -.11 – .08 .774  -.01 .07 -.15 – .14 .932  -.07 .02 -.10 – -.03 <.001 

Party (1 = Republican) .27 .09 .10 – .44 .002  .83 .13 .57 – 1.08 <.001  -.63 .07 -.76 – -.49 <.001 

Party × Wave -.15 .07 -.29 – -.01 .032  -.36 .11 -.58 – -.14 .002  .17 .03 .12 – .22 <.001 

Deaths (log) .04 .01 .02 – .05 <.001  
    

 
    

Deaths (log) ×  Wave -.01 .01 -.02 – .00 .185  
    

 
    

Deaths (log) × Party -.11 .01 -.14 – -.09 <.001  
    

 
    

Deaths (log) × Party × Wave .04 .01 .02 – .06 <.001  
    

 
    

Cases (log) 
    

 .04 .01 .02 – .06 <.001  
    

Cases (log) × Wave 
    

 -.01 .01 -.02 – .01 .279  
    

Cases (log) × Party 
    

 -.13 .01 -.16 – -.10 <.001  
    

Cases × Party × Wave 
    

 .05 .01 .03 – .07 <.001  
    

Direct Exposure (1 = Yes) 
    

 
    

 .19 .09 .01 – .37 .036 

Exposure × Wave 
    

 
    

 -.07 .03 -.14 – -.00 .042 

Exposure × Party 
    

 
    

 -.11 .16 -.42 – .20 .491 

Exposure × Party × Wave 
    

 
    

 .07 .06 -.05 – .18 .278 

Observations 4845  4845  2968 

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 .059 / .611  .015 / .776  .126 / .733 
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 Time and party effects. Endorsing of extreme measures to fight COVID-19, such as the 

government deploying the National Guard, banning domestic traveling or using cell phones to 

monitor people’s movement, did not vary over time, but differs by party. Across the three waves, 

support for extreme measures did not vary significantly (b = -.01, t(2957) = -.29, p  = .774, 95% CI 

[-.11, .08] using Death count as exposure). However, party identification did influence support 

for these measures, being in average higher for Republicans than Democrats (b =.27, t(483) = 

3.11, p = .002, 95% CI [.10,.44]). These party differences decrease over time (b = -.15, t(483) = -

2.15, p = .032, 95% CI [-.29, -.01]), suggesting that endorsement of extreme policies decreased 

significantly only for Republicans. 

 Exposure to COVID-19. State-level COVID-19 deaths are correlated with the support 

for extreme measures (b =.04, t(483) = 4.06, p < .001, 95% CI [.02, .05]), and this correlation does 

not vary across waves (death × time interaction: b =-.01, t(483) = -1.32, p = .185, 95% CI [-.02, 

.00]). This correlation does vary by party (b =-.11, t(483) = -8.95, p < .001, 95% CI [-.14, -.09]) 

and changed over time, as the 3-way interaction shows (b =.04, t(483) = 4.70, p < .001, 95% CI 

[.02, .06]). The margins plots from Figure 3.4 reveal that in Wave 1 Democrat supported extreme 

measures in the context of higher numbers of COVID cases, but by Wave 3 partisan differences 

have disappeared: for both parties, the higher the death count the more support for extreme 

measures. 

 We find similar results using state-level cases as the measure of exposure: as cases 

increase, support for extreme measures, in average, increases (b =.04, t(483) = 4.26, p < .001, 95% 

CI [.02, .06]). This effect does not vary over time b = -.01, t(483) = -1.08, p =  .279, 95% CI [-.02, 

.01]), but it does by party (b =-.13, t(483) = -9.09, p < .001, 95% CI [-.16, -.10]). The 3-way 

interaction is also significant, suggesting that the differences in the slopes change over time. 
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 Experiencing the disease in oneself or a loved one is associated with higher support for 

extreme measures to fight COVID-19 (b =.19, t(2957) = 2.10, p = .036, 95% CI [.01, .37]), and 

this correlation did not vary over time (exposure × time interaction: b =-.11, t(2957) = -.69, p = 

.491, 95% CI [-.42, .20]). The effect of direct exposure was larger for Democrats than for 

Republicans (b = -.07, t(2957) = -2.04, p = .042, 95% CI [-.14, -.00]) and this relationship did not 

vary over time (b =.07, t(2957) = 1.09, p = .278, 95% CI [-.05, .18]). Visual inspection of the 

predicted values reveals that between Waves 2 and 3, both parties tended to converge, but 

Republicans respondents without direct exposure to COVID-19 were the ones with lower 

endorsement for extreme measures. 

Discussion 

 Taken together, these results paint a complex picture of how experience and exposure 

moderate the partisan politics of COVID-19 in the United States. Results are not wholly 

consistent with any single hypothesis derived from the theoretical frameworks elaborated 

previously: our inferences depend on how we measure exposure or experience, and the types of 

policies in question. 

 Our results for support for welfare policies are broadly consistent with the null hypothesis 

(Hypothesis 5). Taken as a whole we find no strong relationship between COVID-19 exposure 

and the strength of partisan differences over welfare policies. We do find that over time, partisan 

differences in support for welfare policies grow, which is consistent with partisan divergence 

(Hypothesis 3) but does not appear to be driven by exposure to or experience with COVID-19. 

 Results for national control policies show strong support for the partisan divergence 

hypothesis. But this finding shrinks over time towards a purely partisan model in which exposure 

is unrelated to support for national control. Instead, partisan differences dominate, although we 
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do find that Democrats’ support for these policies increases across waves in the states that have 

been least affected by COVID-19. 

 Results for extreme measures also differ over time: in the earliest waves the strong 

differences across parties associated with high rates of COVID-19 deaths are consistent with 

partisan divergence, but by later waves we find no partisan differences at all, which is broadly 

consistent with a version of conservative convergence (Hypothesis 2). We note however that the 

moderating effect of COVID-19 cases, diagnoses, or experience is very small, suggesting that 

these policies are so extreme as to lack any partisan flavor. 

 This pattern of results also suggests that the effects of exposure are conditional on the 

policies involved and the time period in which they are measured: exposure is more polarizing in 

the cases of welfare policies, but has little or no effect on national control policies or extreme 

measures. Although none of these results should be given a strong causal interpretation given 

that our data are observational and the contextual factors such as risk are not randomly assigned, 

these results are inconsistent with an account in which exposure or experience with COVID-19 

has consistent effects on policy preferences. 

In terms of the theoretical perspectives that motivated our inquiry, our results are more 

consistent with TMT and effects of mortality salience than with a focus on conservative shifts 

and a BIS response. This study contributes to the broader debate about the tension between these 

two approaches. Researchers have criticized the concept of conservative shift for suggesting that 

uncertainty would lead to ‘political conservatism’, rather than a politically unspecific 

‘psychological conservatism’ (Kosloff et al., 2016). Moreover, studies have shown that the 

effects of death anxiety and uncertainty leading towards conservatism are overridden by making 

salient personal and social identities (Burke et al., 2013). This is consistent with our results, in 
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the sense that the influence of party on the policies showed the greatest effect sizes in almost all 

of our models. In an electoral year and a highly polarized environment, it is arguable that 

people’s political identities are constantly salient. Interpreting partisanship as the core identity 

dimension in conflict reveals that outgroup antipathy and ingroup favoritism dominate in the 

case of COVID-19. But it also reveals the limits of exposure and experience in shaping attitudes: 

our most consistent finding is that Democrats support welfare and Republicans support national 

control, regardless of survey wave or how exposed they are to COVID-19. This conclusion has 

troubling implications for the state of American democracy: even in the context of the worst 

global pandemic in a century, Americans’ understanding of and reaction to policies designed to 

mitigate it are thoroughly, utterly partisan.  
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Epilogue 

Motivated reasoning is a pervasive phenomenon across human condition. In the three parts 

of this dissertation I presented evidence suggesting ways in which people adjust their reasoning 

processes to match their prior motivations. 

When we discuss abortion attitudes, part of the debate is an interpretation of why the other 

side opposes our position. That construal uses the framework of motivated reasoning, in the sense 

that we assume the counterpart has underlying motivations that would explain away their views, 

and therefore, cannot be taken at face value. From the pro-life perspective, supporters of abortion 

are seen as people who just do not have consideration for human life and as sexual liberationists; 

from the pro-choice perspective, opponents of abortion are seen as being motivated by 

misogynistic motivations and religious fundamentalism. My studies showed how concerns for 

these aspects are related to abortion attitudes, and how they predict abortion attitudes to different 

levels. These findings could be very helpful for those discussing what the abortion debate is really 

about, since it could show how strong different attitude clusters are associated with views on 

abortion. 

Denouncing hate speech is a phenomenon that involves an important degree of subjective 

interpretation. A motivated reasoning framework was helpful to address this question, yet the 

results did not align clearly with the hypothesis. An effect of ideological affinity did appear, but 

most of the variation in hate speech perception was driven by the liberal ideology of the perceivers, 

the nature of the targets and, more specifically, the degree of victimhood perceived. My findings 

suggest a new layer of complexity in analyzing hate speech perception: left-leaning people are 

more likely to denounce hate speech, because they seem to be more attuned to victimized groups 

being threatened. In this context, liberals’ motivation to protect victimized groups make them infer 
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hateful intentions that they do not see when the group targeted is not seen as victims, all things 

equal. Conversely, conservatives’ principled commitment to freedom of speech may override 

potential threats to groups, driving them to reduce the likelihood of denouncing ambiguous 

messages as hate speech. Be it as it may, the point is that there hardly is a “rational” appraisal of 

the speech act when perceiving hate speech. 

Finally, my study on COVID-19 policies showed that the partisan lens through which the 

pandemic is being experienced could be numbing the potential effect of mortality threat in terms 

of direct experience of the disease, cases and death tolls. Motivations to be aligned with the 

political group may hinder more “rational” judgments regarding which policies seem to make more 

sense in a given moment. More research about these processes will likely appear in the next few 

years, either supporting or disconfirming the intuitions presented in this study. 

It is interesting to notice that motivated reasoning appears in different forms in these three 

domains. For example, the hate speech study suggests a stronger motivated component from left-

leaning rather than from right-leaning participants. The three studies, also, discussed motivated 

reasoning in different processing levels, inviting future researchers to complement the findings 

with novel approaches and ways to address these questions. 

How each paper presents motivated reasoning from a specific perspective 

The process is different: How is different in each case 

 

 




